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Teenage Head knows everyone loves a party, especially when
the band joins In the fun.
NO READING WEEK?
by Mark Wigmore and CarlFriesen
Reading Week abolished? Maybe.
Monday night a motionwas made at
the monthly meeting of the WLU
Senate to abolish reading week. It
was however referred to the next
Senate meeting for decision.
The motion made by Dr. Weir,
Vice-President Academic at WLU,
was made in order that next year's
academic calender could be
established. The changes ifpassed at
the next Senate meeting, would thus
come into effect during the 1981-82
Academic Year.
Dr. Weir in making his motion to
"kill dead week" stated that at one
time Laurier had mostly full year
courses and that then reading week
had "a certain academic
purpose...(it) was justified to pause,
catch up on essays...now that we
Have a term system...there is little
reason second term has a week off".
He mentioned that over two-thirds
ofthe courses at Laurier are now one
term coursesand that therefore"less
than one third of courses need a
reading week."
Weir also stated that the extra
week in second term caused by
reading week caused many
problems. Firstly, he said, it created
problems with the 2,200 students
cross-registered between UW and
Laurier since the Waterloo term
ends a week sooner, and Laurier's
exam schedules are programmed
around Waterloo's, Laurier
students end up with very tight
schedules.
The reading week, Dr. Weir went
on, means that the school year ends
one week later than necessary,
leaving little timebetween terms for
professors teaching Spring Term
and one less week for students to be
out on the job market.
The motion was however greeted
with suggestions that it be referred
back to the groups the senators
represent for input before the
decision is made. Professor Glen
Carroll stated that it should be
referred back for student input since
the senate "would not want to
appear autocratic". Professor
Arlene Guisberg suggested that the
week was "vital to students...and
necessary both for faculty and
students...as a recuperative device."
WLUSU President Mike Brown,
attending the Senate meeting by
chance, stated that the "university
has not informed the students"
despite the fact the Student Union
has found it "very appropriate to
inform the. university" concerning
major decisions it is making.
The concensus at the Senate
meeting soon became that, more
discussion of the subject with groups
inside the school was necessary
before the decision. Thus it was left
to the December Senate meeting to
decide the fate of reading week.
In other business at Senate, a
motion was adopted to not allow
tests and assignments to be due
during the week immediately
preceding the final examination
period, except in courses where
routine quizzes are an integral part
of the learning process.
Several senators said that this was
necessary, especially in courses
where regular cases are essential to
the curriculum, and in teaching
languages, where some professors
felt that routine small assignments
and tests are necessary.
Student senator Randy Eckert
moved to ammend the motion to
allow no tests or assignments at all
during the week before exam-
inations, but the ammendment was
defeated. The motion itself was
passed.
REMEMBER?
Rememberance day has come and
gone again. It's traditionally a time
of thinning lines of aging veterans
standing in the cold wind
remembering a time before most of
us were born, a time when many
paid the supreme sacrifice. It may
seem a little quaint and naive in this
cynical time to hodl much respect
for such ideals as dying for one's
country, but those ofus alive today
should spar some time to reflect and
appreciate what they have doneand
what they were willing to do.
FACELIFT FOR WLU
by Nadine Johnston
New walkways and directional
signs are just some of the projects
that will be undertaken as a result of
the efforts of the Property and
Planning Committees.
The WLU Property Committee is
a committee concerned with all of
the university buildings and lands
and makes recommendations to the
Board of Governors regarding
different aspects of the school.
As their next project, the
committee decided to take a good
look at our campus. They found a
lot of areas that need to be
improved upon.
The lack of a directional sign
system for visitor information and
parking is one of the initial areas
requiring changes. The university
does not have a central entrance.
There is a disorganized walkway
hierachy; as a result of poor
placement, the pathways are
seldom used. There are vehicle
circulation problems as well as
confused parking layouts.
Inconsistent use arid poor choice of
outdoor materials and furniture,
such as garbage cans and light
fixtures, are also problems. Another
concern is the screening, climate
control and aesthetics. Improve-
ments of the landscape could also
reduce maintenance.
The Property and Planning
Committees united and interviewed
several landscape architects. Hilton
Foster Ltd. of Waterloo was chosen
on the basis of a presentation
made before the committees. This
company proposed a masterplan of
the Laurier campus for $20,000.
"They are looking at the different
inadequacies Wilfrid Laurier has,"
says Dean of Students, rred
Nichols, who is a member of the
Property Committee. At the
January meeting, Hilton Foster Ltd.
will present a pictured master plan
with alternatives.
Dean Nichols has requested a
nuhnber of copies of this plan in
order that faculty and students can
examine the plan and suggest any
improvements or changes. The site
for the display will be chosen
sometimeafter the January meeting.
"We won't be able to make all the
changes at once," says Nichols.
Funds will be allocated yearly and
projects will be undertaken
according to priority.
It may take a numberofyears, but
eventually Wilfrid Laurier will have
a unified, functional as well as
aesthetically pleasing campus.
LANGUAGE AND LEARNING
by Meri-Ellen McGoey
"Language and learning" was the
theme of this year's Language Arts
Conference sponsored by the
Department of Continuing
Education in co-operation with the
Waterloo County Board of
Education.
The conference which com-
menced Friday, November 7, is
aimed at the elementary school
teachers for all levels and focuses on
the relationship between language
and learning.
There are workshops held for five
consecutive weeks in the Peters
Building. These Saturday
workshops runall day and thework-
shop leaders, through discussions
try to give the teachersnew ideas and
inspiration so that they may increase
their effectiveness in the classroom.
The guest lecturer of the
conference was Dr. Bryant Fillion
who spoke Friday night on the topic
"Language and Learning:
Reflecting on the Reality." Dr.
Fillion is an Associate Professor in
the Department of Curriculum,
Ontario Institute for Studies in
Education and specializes inEnglish
curriculum development and
instruction, and related issues in
teacher education. During the
lecture; Dr. Fillion placed particular
emphasis on student-teacher
interraction, questioning note
taking and writing.
So far the conference has been a
success and the following four weeks
will provide an excellent
opportunity for teachers to discuss
their ideas and gain insight into the
ways to stimulate and encourage
learning in the classroom.
ELECTION NOTES
Candidates for, the position of Arts
Director are reminded of the
meeting for all candidates on
Monday, Nov. 17 at 4:00 p.m. in
room 5-205.
Candidates are requested to
arrange interviews with the Cord by
Nov. 17 at noon, for publication in
the issue of Nov. 20!
Winners in Waterloo's civic election
for alderpersons were the following:
Jim Erb, Mary-Jane .Mewhinney,
Glen Wright, Doreen Thomas,
Robert Henry, John Shortreed,
Richard Bigg, and Charles Voelker.
Dr. Richard Christy was
successful in his bid for a seat on the
Kitchener city council.
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THOSE MYSTERIOUS SEMINARIANS
by Cynthia Liedtke
What is the Seminary? A school
for students of Theology, the
Seminarians; most of them
graduates already having acquired a
Bachelor of Arts degree. These
Seminarians are aspiring to be
ordained for the pastoral ministry in
the Lutheran Church.
The Seminary building is a small
attractive structure located on the
corner ofAlbert and Bricker Streets.
It is fully visible to the left ofanyone
entering the library.
There are approximately 50 full
timeSeminarians whoselect courses
for one oftwo degree programs: The
Master of Divinity and Master of
Divinity-Master of Arts programs
(for ordination). A degree for
ordained ministers with a M. Div. is:
the Master of Theology in Pastoral
Counselling.
For students not wishing
ordination degrees offered are:
Master of Theological Studies and
Master ofDivinity-Master ofSocial
Work.
Seminarians are probably the
most "invisible" studentpopulation
on campus with extremely
demanding course requirements.
Their four year program consists of
the first two spent studying in the
Seminary, a preference for the third
on a field placement asan intern and
the final year at the Seminary.
Louse materials include: study of
Theology in the light of the
Scriptures and the Lutheran
Confessions; discovery of self and
others in faith and life together, a
community active in prayer,
devotional and social activities,
growth in competence and
compassion for pastoral ministry ...
Studies also revolve around the
presence of 19LutheranChurches in
theK-W area in which interns serve.
The history of the Seminary is an
interesting one. It first started in
1911 when two acres of land and a
spatious house were purchased for
$7,118.00 in which the first
Seminary classes were held for a
total of 4 students. The Rev. Nils
Willison was the first graduate ofthe
Seminary and thesecond building to
appear on the campus was named
after him. It contained accomoda-
tion, a dining hall, classrooms and
other facilities.
From the beginning it was
necessary for the Seminary to offer
preparatory courses (organized as
Waterloo College School) for the
theological courses.
By 1929, the first female students
had been admitted into the college,
the COLLEGE CORD (the school
paper) and four new professors were
required. In 1924ithadbeen decided
to affiliate the college with the
University of Western Ontario for a
35 year period and at the time of
convocation, two Waterloo College
students were top of the 85-graduate
lists.
In 1959 a charter was revised
changing the name of the college
into two educational units:
Waterloo Lutheran Seminary and
Waterloo University College. On
July Ist, 1960 when Waterloo
College terminated its affiliation
with Western, Waterloo Lutheran
University began its first year of
operation as a degree granting
institution.
Just think ... had theSeminary not
been a required school,WLU might
not have been here.
MEET THE PEOPLE
by Debbie Stalker
Combine enjoyment of 18th
and 19th Century political
thought with love of antiques
from that period, and the result
is Traditions,-a recently opened
shop, 6 Erb Street, Waterloo.
The man behind the store is Dr.
Rod Preece, department of
Political Science.
Dr. Preece has always been
interested in antiques, and
worked at different antique
shows in the area. The moving of
the articles from show to show
every time got to be a nuisance.
The move to a store has caused
a lot of initial work, with filling
the store and the basic problems
of starting up any business. Not
possessing any formal business
training has not hurt him in any
way. Business acumen, not
business training is what is
important, feels Dr. Preece.
After the initial problems were
over, Dr. Preece is finding he is
spending more time with his
wife, at auction sales looking for
stock, and with his fulltime
manager handling the dayto day
running of the store, he finds
himself kept busy with his
university commitments.
Dr. Preece spoke about some
of the items in his store. One of
the oldest items is a page ofthe
Nuremberg Chronicle, 1485.
Another rare document is the
English language copy of the
Nuremberg Trial copy of
Hitler's last will and testament,
priced out of the range of most
students. Many things are in the
price range ofstudents however,
and some books can be bought
quite cheaply. For example, first
editions of Churchill's works go
for $10.
When asked what he has
learned through his antiques, he
replied, "You learn to appreciate
the craftmanship of the era. You
learn to think in terms of the
background of the item." The
history behind some ofthe items
is fascinating. Your reporter
listened in amazement as Dr.
Preece related the history of
some ofhis more favorite pieces.
He does find it regrettable to see
some of these favourite pieces
sold.
As a professor of political
thought, Dr. Preece finds that
the study of antiques helps him
to understand the whole mind
set of the era. By examining the
culture, one can then begin to see
why people think the way they
do.
Dr. Preece does have one
regret since opening the store.
"I've missed" every Hawk
football game this year. Going to
the home games was always
something I've enjoyed doing in
the past."
EXAM CHEATING
by CarlFriesen
Overcrowding of examinations
causing students to cheat is only one
aspect of the wider question of
academic cheating said Dr. Laird
Christy ofAnthropologyat a faculty
luncheon on Tuesday.
The luncheon, organized by the
WLU chaplains, is part of the
Chaplain's Challenge Series dealing
with student cheating.
A more pertinent aspect of the
problem, according to Dr. Christie,
is the moral questions involved. He
sees two interpretations: mala in se
(it is wrong in itself) and mana
prohibita (it is breaking an artificial
law). The question of academic
cheating must be seen as wrong in
itself because suchactions aren't just
bad for the university but the whole
of society because a larger moral
principle is at stake.
The sociological aspects of
cheating can also be interpreted in
more than, one way. The first, he
said, is the idea of "sustained
deviance" in which people deviate
from society's conventions because
they are opposed to the System per
se; such actions are a sign ofprotest
and a harbringerofchange. This can
be equated to the sexual revolution
in which therules themselves may be
changing.
Dr. Christie said that "academic
shoplifting" caused by having
inadequate facilities to procter
examinations is a technical problem
which is relatively easy to solve.
Having more proctors and more
examinations spread throughout the
year were ways he suggested. In this
case, the administration must
assume students are going to try to
cheat and do its best to stop'it.
Dr. Christie saidthat it is possible
to lookat the problem as illustrative
of a subculture which has different
rules and standards than society at
large. Students at exams may form
such a subculture in which passing
the exam may become so important
that cheating becomes the behaviour
to expect given the situation and
requirements to succeed.
He also questioned whether
cheating should really be considered
wrong at all if nobody else is hurt
and society at large is not disrupted.
One of the most seriousproblems,
according to Dr. Christie, is the
way universities are turning from
educational institutes to training
institutes.
Training provides a set of skills
and is technical; unlike education it
does not provide one with a set of
values. Education gives the student
curiosity, equipment to learn, and
an ability to understand moral
questions better.
He said thatteaching students bits
and pieces of information about a
specific discipline is important, but
not as much as the larger facets at
stake.
There must be a better system to
get these larger concepts across than
by using a system that encourages
cheating. Techniques of evaluation
should be better.
In the present un iversity system,
there is a tendency to put everything
on the level of training; without
providing the moral background
cheating is bound to increase.
Plagarism in essay-writing is also
a result of this emphasis on training
type education which does not
encourage students to think through
questions for In theory,
Dr. Christie said, essays should be
written only after thinking about the
question and "marinating" it within
one's own mind; the ideas then are
something that comes from within.
The ideas in the essay must still be
properly credited to the author, but
the idea of the assembly line way of
essay writing is absurd.
Dr. Christie added that one of the
most important aspects of essay
writing is a close personal relation-
ship between student and prof; then
cheating on an essay and plagarism
become an- interpersonal moral
question.
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PaulNicol.
Ifoungartist withabig talent.
Howfarwill he go?
Nowhere
It's only a year since art school, but Paul is already
being talked about as a name to watch.
It's heady stuff. With all the adulation,Paul is neglecting
his work.
Parties and late hours provide easy distractions.
So does too much drinking.
Paul is abusing his health, misusing beverage aLcohol
and hurting his future. Unless he changes, his talent could
be harmed beyond repair. ,
Without it, he won't go anywhere.
Very far
It's only a year since art school, but Paul is already
being talked about as a name to watch.
Paul's excited, but he has things in perspective.
He enjoys a drink when the time is right, with friends
and with moderation. But he knows nothing can take the
place of hard work to build his reputation.
Gifts like Paul's are fragile and worth protecting.
Because Paul understands, he'll go far.
Seagram
MORE ON THE BUDGET
by Roger Polgar
Here at Wilfrid Laurier
University, there are over 1,100
students enrolled in undergraduate
programs through the School of
Business and Economics. These
students are also subjected to a
variety of business related extra-
curricular organizations such as
AISEC, Tamaie Society and the
Economics Association which serve
to supplement the student's
education through informal and
enjoyable functions.
This year's Economics Association
has been recognized by WLUSU,
and held its inaugural meeting on
Monday, Nov. 3 with theattendance
of about 80 fee-paying members
including, the entire faculty of
Economics professors.
The Association is funded
through the School of Economics
with faculty advisor Dr. D.
McKready, and is led by John
McKendrick, president; George
Mccase, Vice-Presidnet; Ron
Murphy, treasurer; and Robin
Wiebe, Secretary. Activities
Committeechairperson Mike Grant
works with several active members
to plan and organize special events
and as a result, last Friday, Nov. 7,
Phil Bennet brought Dr. Bruce
Whitestone to WLU's Willison
Lounge.
Dr. Whitestone is a highly
respected economist who has been
very active in both private and
government circles. During the
Diefenbaker years, he served as
Canada's economic adviser and has
worked with Canada's Economic
Council. Locally, he is a respected
columnist and writes for the
Kitchener-Waterloo Record.
Topics of current concern ar his
specialty and his veiws on the new
Canadian budget were presented to
an audience of 20 WLU.studnets,
including Dr., J. Fin lay and Dr. W.
Marr. All WLU students were
invited to attend and the function
was as informal as possible yet
provided one with some interesting
insights into theCanadian economy.
Several interesting concepts were
revealed during discussions whihc
led to a thought-provoking
dialogue. Dr. Whitestone suggested
that the Canadian government
should raise the price of gasoline to
over $5.00 a gallon so that
consumers would reduce their
demand for this previously under-
priced good. The additional revenue
raised from gasoline taxation would
then be used to lower personal taxes
and stimulate investment in
Canada's highly competitive
manufacturing industry. He stated
that the budget was merely an
energy program which was designed
to hurt the oil industry. Regarding
the current energy situation out
west, Dr. Whitestone has no
sympathy for Premier Lougheed
since "Ottawa bailed out Alberta
during the Depression; now it's their
turn."
Oh the topic of inflation, massive
public education wasrecommenßed
as a solution td rapidly esCaldtfng
prices on the basis that the mo're'joe
and Jane Public know about
inflation, the less they are likely to
contribute to inflation through wage
hikes and uncontrolled spending.
Economics students found "the
discussion enjoyable as it served to
educate"through meaningful
interaction as opposed to the basic
lecturing approach we are all
subjected to. Even if one had no
understanding of economics
whatsoever-, the discussion ws
equally stimulating as the topics
Whitestone discussed affect
everyone in their daily lives.
The Economics Association
presented Dr. Whitestone with a gift
as a symbol of their appreciaation.
More guest speakers and social
evenings are planned and will be
announced via posters and the Cord.
NEW SERVICE
by Sonya Ralph
The beginning of a nationwide
organization is in the formingstages
here in Waterloo. Gary and Dawn
Malo started a babysitting service
eighteen months ago to serve the
area's parents who need time away
from home and, the students or
teenagers who would like to earn
extra money in their spare time.
The service works somewhat like
a co-op in that sitters log hours they
are available while the parents
receive a directory of the student's
preferences for working situations.
In this way, the student, after
applying and being interviewed for
the job, may be contacted by the
parents for day, overnight or
weekend care of the children.
The organization acts as a liaison
to screen the potential parents and
sitters. At present, there are 1600
members registered who pay a five
dollar fee per year (three for
students) to cover the costs of the
publication of a directory and a
newsletter. Following the lead of
this successful enterprise, seven
centres are opening in Ontario with
an estimated membership of 10,000
people. Since parents may travel on
vacations or business across
Canada, the service is exceptional in
its ability to provide reliability
regardless of the situation in which it
is needed.
In Waterloo, there is now a need
for mature sitters. If you, are
interested phone the downtown
office at 886-4371 for more
information, or Gary and Dawn at
886-5802.
CUT COURSES
WINNIPEG (CUP)—Over thirty
courses will be dropped at the
University of Winnipeg next year
because of lack of funding,
according to the university's Budget
Advisory Committee.
Although the exact numbers of
courses to be dropped is not yet
known, Don Kydon, Dean of Arts
and Science, agrees that courses will
be cut to make up for the $125,000
budget cut next year.
The areas to be hardest hit will be
in sabbatical replacements, said
Kydon. In the past theuniversity has
replaced professors during their
sabbaticals.
"Now there will be no more 'body
for body* replacements," said
Kydon.
The budget cuts are being caused
by lack of funding from the
provincial government, Kydon said.
Because of this inadequate funding
the University ofWinnipeg has been
forced into deficit financing for the
past three years, a practice which
can not continue, he said.
"The sooner we get our budget on
line and balanced, the betteroffwe'll
be,"Kydon said.
Kydon also said that deficit
budgets in the past • have caused
moraje problems in the university,
which is further incentive to balance
the budget.
He did not think cutting courses
would cause morale problems,
ithink the cuts are worth it."
BIOCHEMISTRY: THE ANSWER?
by Joanne Rimmer
There is an answer tosome ofour
present world problems: it can be
found in the world of biochemical
engineering. Solutions to gas and
food shortages and pollution are
possible through biochemical
research. This field's potentials are
just beginning to .be discovered
according to Dr. Moo-Young, a
professor of biochemical
engineering at the University of
Waterloo.
Dr. Moo-Young is presently
employed in research concerning
micro-organisms found in
agricultural and forestry waste. The
bacteria and yeast can produce
protein, alcohol and methane gas.
Dr. Moo Youngand
have taken agriculturalwaste suchas
straw, fertilizer and manure, and
provided optimum conditions for
the fermentation of the yeast and
bacteria. This is also done with
forestry wastes. He then puts the
particular substance through a
process of Thermal/Chemical Pre-
treatment, Anaerobic Fermentation
and Aerobic Fermentation. The
solid product is then separated from
the fermented broth.
The product is grey, granular in
texture andmushroomy intaste. It is
high in vitamins and minerals and
has 45% -protein. It can be and is
used as a substitute for soymeal and
in animal feed. This particular
substance comes from cellulosic
residue, which has been through the
process. Alcohol or "gasohol," the
possible energy alternative, can also
be created through this process.
Research concerning the micro-
organisms has been conducted in
different countries, including the
U.S., Great Britain and Brazil, but
the technique used at Waterloo is
unique because wastes which have
no other use are used to good
advantage. Canada has plenty of
agricultural and forestry waste.
Each day, on the average,apulparid
paper mill accumulates 10-15tonsof
waste which must be disposed of
Often it is dumped in rivers or land
fill sites. Either place ends up being
polluted. Dr. Moo-Young's process
uses this waste to create protein and
gasohol.
The protein product can be
produced in 4 hours and has a
product-to-raw material ratio of
75%. "You could take 100 tons of
residue and turn it into 75 tons of
protein product in four hours." This
concept was used in the Second
World War by the Germans to feed
their armies with protein enriched
food.
Gasohol has already been
produced and used in the U.S. and
Brazil but unfortunately is, too
expensive and must be funded
mostly by the government. The
alcohol takes too long to ferment to
be economically feasible. They are
now looking to find a "but" which
will speed up the process of fermen-
tation, thus making the product
cheaper.
Dr. Moo-Young is employed by
the University of Waterloo' as a
professor but he is also a consultant
tcrthe United Nations andindustrial
companies. He also is doing other
research programs in bio-
technology,
GET YOUR POSTERS SIGNED!
by Diane Pitts
Members of theHare Krishna cult
have recently been entering the
ground of W.L.U. They have been
giving out pamphlets and setting up
posters advertising a vegetarian
luncheon. Many people seem to
resent their presence while others
simply ingorethem.
These posters, according to Dr.
Tayler, the President of the
University, are up illegally because
they haven't been stamped by the
Student Union and they haven't
received authorization from the
Director of Information. However,
Dr. Tayler adds that if they did
attempt to get permission to put up
their posters they could be refused
because it is nota university affair or
a charity. These posters may be up
interminably because W.L.U. has
not appointed anyone to be in
charge oftaking down outdatedand
illegal posters. Previously, it was up
to the organization to remove their
own posters." This' system was
discardedand instead, someone was
paid to take them down. Now,
however, no one is responsible.
Dr. Tayler said that this cult is
allowed on campus and in the
buildings because W.L.U. is public
property. However, they can't
annoy or pressure people but are
allowed to talk to anyone who is
willing to talk to them. Dr. Tayler
added though, that if they start to
irritate students or bang their gongs
for attention, they will be asked to
stop. If they ignore this Warning
security will escort them offcampus.
Dr. Tayler says: "So far there have
been no problems and I really don't
foresee any."
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EDITORIAL
Dear Mr. University,
Just thought I'd dropyou a note of thanks for the way
you are looking after my welfare. Who could disagree
that you have been close to generous in the number of
hours you have granted us in the use of the pub. Surely,
we realize, almost as much as you, that we are too young
and too immature to handle any more time to partake of
that demon rum. Surely other students realize that at
nineteen, twenty or twenty-one, they are not old enough
to decide whether to have one more cold one or not.
Surely they realize that your pats on the nose with a rolled
up newspaper, are meant to encourage more human and
more mature activity not discourage it.
Frankly you were too generous in the hours you gave
for the new pub. How could the Student Union talk you
into such long and extended hours? Do you not realize
that those two extra hours a day. will bring about the
moral decay of this university? Why the number ofhours
are just about those normal people have and goodness
knows university students aren't normal.
Also your provision of lovely Torque Rdom soup and
sandwiches is nothing less than sheer decadence. How
could you provide such good food to such lowly people
as those wno would partake of a brew. Torque Room
food should be given only to the deserving.
Yes, you have been all too generous. Did you not
realize students could get rides in professor's cars ifthey
wanted to have a drink at noon. Has the university
become modern. It is becoming Radical.
You have done the students and the student union
immeasurable good by allowing them to spend alot of
money on a new floor and then limiting its use. Afterall,
the less the floor is used, the less chance of it gettingworn
and damaged. Besides the student union had alot of
money lying around.
And when the student-union wanted it used more, how
kind it was of you, to point out that you still had the
rolled up newspaper in yourhand, and that ifthey whined
or demanded anymore then a quick whack across the
nose could silence them quickly.
And then when you did grant two more hours, how
ingenious you were to leave them sighing with satisfac-
tion thinking they had bargained themselves a real deal.
You're too good a parent for us immature and
snivelling students.
P.S. ill see you at the opening and I'll buy the first
round, but only one. Any more is excessive.
Mark Wigmore
Editor
.. ■ ' '- f '■'.'
So Kirn Dae Jung is to die. It's a rather sick and convoluted world in which the
world's most criminal leaders stand up in righteous judgementto sentence their critics.
South Korea is such a country.
In Kirn's case, his crime was having run in a national election against Park Chung
Hee in 1971 and for being critical of Park's government. His criticism he did fromabroad, mostly from Japan, because he saw what happened to Park's critics in the
Republic of Korea.
Park, of course, was not without his supporters: Gulf Oil, for example, contributed
$4 million to his election coffers. He also received financial and political supportfrom
Japanese industrialists who had large and profitable interests in the ROK.
These people are in effect standing behind the lack of civil liberties there. Park's
regime played skillfully on the the South Korean fear ofNorth Korean expansion to
push through various emergency decrees to maintain its own poere. The "October
Revitalization" of 1972 cemented Park's power and ended the last shreds of the
democratic system in South Korea.
In the dark of the night of 13August, 1973,Kirn waskidnapped in his hotel room.in
Tokyo and returned to Seoul. The Secretary of the South Korean Embassy in Tokyo
was implicated, and a tremendous amount of evidence has been accumulated that
Park himself ordered the action.
Kirn has since been kept quiet and under house arrest until his recent trial for
treason.
Park is now dead, shot by one of his own followers, but the present government
continues the terror tactics. The Korean CIA has penetrated virtually every movement
opposing the government, but still protest erupts.
Recently, military tribunal approved the death sentence passed on Kirn by a lower
civilian court. This received very little coverage in most Western papers; The Globe
and Mail ran only a very small story a few inches long on the back pages.
The people of South Korea cannot be silenced forever. There will be another
courageous spokesperson; there will still be students at Korea University and Ewha
Women's University.willing to stage demonstrations; and workers in Japanese and
American owned factories will still protest the dangerous working conditionsand low
pay-
It just seems to me to be deplorable that one more courageous man must die to
perteutate the subjugation of the innocent by some of the most criminal rulers in the
World. -i . ■•<••-■■ •«'.* -,;rr,
*******
New meaning has entered my life. I can live each day to the fullest and savour each
passing moment. What is the secret to this new-found joy? Have I reached Nirvana?
Have fjust received an offer ofa job as editor of the Globeand Mail? Has the Toronto
Sun ceased operations? The answer is none of these.
The author of my ability to love life is none other than Ronald Regan.
Every morning when I wake up it is with the joyousrealization that the world wasn't
blown up 83 times while I slept, and every night I rest assured that we have managed to
get one day closer to 1984.Tnat forboding date brings no terrors for me; it is the date
when the world maiy once morebe able to rest easy.
Maybe we should start a<daily postcard campaign to Mr. Reagan, thanking him for
resisting the Urge which he finds so strong.
I noticed he's already had a tiff with the Russians, and he's not even innaugurated
yet. The Chinese are edgy, and remember they now have ICBM's capable ofstriking
San Fransisco (and Vancouver).
But remeber, he did promise to undergo daily examinations for senility by a doctor
if necessary. This is 1980,and every US President elected in a year ending in 0 dies in
office. As the bumper stickers said "Reagan in '80, Bush in 81".
- i ;■-.;■ '.'...n Carl Friesen
. ' News Editor
LETTERS
SOCCER
THANKS
On behalf of the WLU Soccer
team I would like to thank all the
people in the WLU community for
their support and congratulations.
However, the 'Question of the
Week' in the last issue of the 'Cord'
asks students whether the team
should get more financial support.
This suggests that there is some
dissatisfaction . over the soccer
budget. In order to avoid any
misunderstanding I would like to
state that the University
Administration have been totally
behind the team in all ways,
including finance. Our winning the
Ontario title pushed us over budget
but the Administration quickly met
these additional costs.
May I add that the team would
welcome all the VOCAL-support
possible when we play in the
Canadian semi-final.
Game time is 2:00 p.m. on
Thursday, November 13th at Budd
Park and admission is $2.00.
Bary Lyon,
Soccer Coach
STUDENT
RADIO?
A ten year union between
university and campus radio ended
on September 14th when the
WLUSU board of directors
accepted therecommendation ofits
Planning Committeeand shut down
CILR-Radio Laurier. It is not my
intention in this letter to discuss the
underlying reasons for that decision
but rather toaddress the question of
whether or not the board's
judgement reflected the attitudes of
the students. In this respect I would
like to echo the comments of the
editor in his column ofJSept. 25th,
"In taking only four days from
recommendations to decision, the
board and the planning committee
gave little or no time for public
awareness that a decision
concerning the Radio Station was
being made, littletimefor thetesting
of public opinion to discover what
exactly the students thought of the
radio station and little time for
board member to collect their
thoughts and discuss intelligently
the funding or closing of the radio
staion." These statements imply a
concern that a situation may exist
whereby the board's perceptions of
the RL situation may have led to a
shortchanging of the studentbody's
real attitudes and a resultant
outcome best described as
uncertain.
This uncertainty resulted recently
in the formation of an informal
organization known as the Radio
Club whose prime objective it willbe
to determine the feasibility of
Campus Radio at WLU. As an
initial measure towards this
objective the club plans to conduct
a university-wide survey of student
opinion (tentative date: Nov. 20th)
in the hope that the ambiguity
pertaining to the RL situation and
(the future of campus radio at
ILaurier may be clarified. This is an
opportunity for the entire student
body to make their presence felt in
their student government; the Radio
Club invites you to participate.
Look for us in the concourse! Those
wishing more information
concerning the survey or wishing to
assist in its operation can contact me
at 744-5556.
Lan Head
NO
CLOTHES
After reading Mr. Van Dycke's
"Let's Get Dressed" Article in last
week's Cord, I must hang my head in
shame. As a member of the
somewhat less than smug majority,
I am now searching for dimly lit
corridors in which to conceal my
poorly clothed frame. At least I'm
not alone.
It seems that at Laurier, the non-
iasnion conscious majority far
outnumber the semi-conscious
fashion following few. Tackiness,
loves company.
In defence of my fellow boorish
See letters p. 6.
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VIEWPOINT
MOM AND DAD COME TO SCHOOL
by Dave Van Dyke
'What would your parents think
about the way you behave, act or
perform inside the classroom? Most
of our parents never even made it to
highschool, could they possibly
imagine what it would be like in a
university setting? Could they
possibly imagine their son or
daughter making a presentation in
front of thirty or forty fellow
students? Do you think they would
be proud ofyou or would they findit
rather humorous that jtheir son or
daughter was getting all dressed up
in a suit pretending to be a
business consultant, making a
presentation to the Board of
Directors of some fictitious
company?
Well, I for one would like to
advocate more parent orientation
and involvement. Why not invite
parents to sit in on a lecture, orhave
them come down to watch their son
or daughter perform a class
presentation?
If I recall correctly the third year
students spent many long hours
preparing for their integrated case
only to present it to four uninter-
ested professors and an empty
classrdom. Why not fill that
classroom with the parents of those
students?
Well this may all sound a little
ridiculous and you'd be
embarrassed to have your parents
come down but let me give you an
example of one university that has
already put thes thoughts into
practice. The Business School at
Western sent a copy of a particular
case to all the parents (to have them
analyze it) and invited them down to
the school to participate in an
authentic case discussion as well as a
social evening later on.
Well, I think that's great and I'm
sure both theparents and studentsat
Western would agree.
THE EVIL OF TWO LESSERS
by Paul Whittaker
The 1980 American election is
over but the effects of the actions
taken by the American people will
be with us for many years to come.
The election results were staggering
in many respects especially given the
fact that a very close race was
predicted by all pollsters.
Not only was Carter humiliated,
but he dragged the Democratic
Party down with him as was feared
by many. The Democratic strength
in the House ofRepresentatives was
cut drastically while they lost
control of the Senate to the
Republicans. This is the first time
the Republicans have controlled the
Senate since 1954 and the first time
since 1916 that the House and the
Senate have been controlled by
different parties.
On the other hand, Reagan helped
his party to their most impressive
gains since the days of Nixon.,
Reagan, who will be 70 within one
month oftaking office next January
20, is the oldest man ever to win the
Presidency and will be the first actor
(a B-movie actor at that) to hold the
office. It had been said that Reagan
was too old, too stupid andtoo right
wing to win but he has proved to one
and all that he can win despite all of
his impediments.
DOMESTIC POLICY
Why did Reagan win in a
landslide? First of all Carter got
blown out due to his bungling of
everything from domestic policy
(the economy etc.) to foreign policy
(Iran etc.). Carter's campaign
strategy of labelling Reagan a
warmonger and harmful to the
country in general may have back-
fired on Carter and actually helped
Reagan to a dramatic victory. Also
Carter and the Democratic Party
had problems dealing with
opposition from single-issue groups
such as the "Moral Majority" (an
evangelical-type Christian group)
and other groups such as the anti-
abortion and anti-gun control
groups.
The Republicans were very well
organized this time and came out
fighting, almost united in
appearance, right from the start
whereas the Democrats suffered
from infighting and "ideological"
rifts within the party. The biggest
single reason for Carter's loss was
his loss of the two biggest blocks of
Democratic supporters outside of
the Blacks—the blue collar workers
and the Catholics. Carter won only
45% of the blue collar vote while
Reagan took 48%. In general, it can
be concluded that Reagan did not
win the electionbut that Cartergave
it to him on a silver platter due tohis
many mistakes and his poor
handling of many affairs.
Another important thing to
consider is what the results of the
election will mean to American
domestic and foreign policy
(especially with regard to Canada).
Many people fed that Reagan's
etetjion will have the biggest
ramifications however I feel that
Republican control of the Senate is
more important especially given the
men running the Congressional
wins of the Republicans.
First to Reagan and his domestic
policies. He has promised tax cuts in
the area of 10% per year for three
years which would obviously cut
revenue greatly. At thesamejime he
has proposed massive increases in
defence spending which means that
something will have to be cut.
Reagan has said that he could save
billions Ijy cuttingour "waste, fraud
and extravagence" in government
however he never specified how or
where he wouldfind the "fat"to cut.
This means that he will either forget
his big tax cuts after the first year or
he will cut other government
services to cover the deficit. Many
economists feel that the tax cuts
proposed by Reagan will be
extremely inflationary if not
accompanied by ￿massive cuts in
government spending. In any event
Reagan has his work cut out forhim
in remodelling and strengthening
the U.S. economy.
On the issue of the environment
Reagan has said that jobscortie first
and that the environment wouldbe
sacrificed in order to save jobs and
to help the U.S. on the road to
energy self-sufficiency. He says that
the U.S. is "energy rich" and that if
he was to "turn free enterprise
loose" then they would find all the
oil and gas the U.S. needed—even
oil company executives say that this
is not so. He alsoplans to deregulate
allaspects of theenergy industryand
he plans on removing the windfall
profits tax on oil companies.
Reagan is opposed to the Equal
Rights Amendment yet he says that
he will "aggressively pursue" the
subject ofequality. What this means
to all of those who do not
understand double-talk is that
Reagan does not plan on actively
fighting the E.R.A. but helping it die
quietly instead (you get the same
result but with less opposition).
Finally much of theSupreme Court
is getting long in the tooth and at
least half will likely have to be
replaced before the end of Reagan's
term. More than likely these men
will be replaced "with ultra-
conservatives like Berger and
Rehnquits. Interestingly enough he
plans on appointing awoman to the
Supreme Court for the first time.
Maybe this is his grand gesture to
women's ._>..
With regard to foreign affairs
Reagan is ahardliner inmany ways.
He plans on dumping the SALT II
treaty and possibly even starting
another arms buildup in response to
Soviet action. Reagan has in the past
been typified as a person favouring
"gun-boat diplomacy' and al-
though this may be an unfair
characterization it may not be all
that far from reality. His solution
has in the past been "send in the
Marines,'v however once he is in
power it is doubtfulhewouldget the
U.S. involved in too many debacles.
Hard talk is fine when you are a
critic but once you are in office you
must look at reality in dollars and
cents and lives.
FOREIGN POLICY
How does this effect Canada?
Relations between us and the U.S.
will no doubt be different but one
must remember that we have had
our share of spats with Carter over
the last couple ofyears. We may find
that if Reagan is a hard-liner then it
may be hard to get concessions from
him regarding certain agreements
such as the fishing treaty and the
auto pact. Also if he keeps up his
promise to use more coal we will be
receiving more acid rain than we do
at present. Another important
factor is the idea of a North
American accord (common market)
which has been mentioned by
Reagan. The only thing he seems to
be interested in is our resources and
hopefully Ottawa will be strong
enough to resist a tendency in this
direction. The finarfactor is the old
maxim that as the American
economy goes, so goesthe Canadian
economy. If Reagan's economic
policies work then Canada will
benefit but if his tax policy turns out
to be inflationary then we will be
hurt.
Hence Reagan is potentially
harmful in many ways. He is very
conservative in outlook and tendsto
look for very simplistic solutions to
what can be .very complicated
problems. For these reasons'Reagan
is no plus to Canada although he
may be better than the ineffective
President he will replace on January
20 of next year.
THE SENATE
Of greater importance is the
control of the Senate by the
Republicans. Much ofthe legislation
thatgets through the Senate must go
through certain key Senate
committees first. Thus certain
committeesand especially the chair-
men of the committees wield much
power. The men who will take over
key chair positions in the newSenate
are among the most conservative
men in Washington. These men can
be much more harmful thanReagan
because they can block virtually any
legislation offered by Reagan as well
as push some of their own projects.
Topping off the list of powerful
Senators is 77 year old Strom
Thurmond of South Carolina who
will likely chair the judiciary
committee (last helcj by Ted
Kennedy). Thurmond actively
foughtagainst civil rights legislation
back in the 1960's and at present he
plans on bringing back capital
punishment for treason and all
murders as well as getting rid of all
"unnecessary" government agencies
and regulations such as the
Environmental Protection Agency
and the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration. Next we
have Orrin Hatch who will likely be
the chairman of the committee on
labour. Hatch is a strongly
committedanti-union man which is,
ridiculous if he has to get along with
Question of the Week
By Meri-Ellen McGoey
pics by Rodger Tschanz
Do you like the name ofthe new
pub? What do you think of the
hours?
Lisa Davies
Psychology. 2nd year
"The hours are good provided there
is a good food service available. The
name is short and to the point. I am
anxious to see it. open. The
university needs a place that has a
comfortable atmosphere."
John Mcintosh
Ist year Business
" ... it is difficult to pronounce,
especially when you're drunk!"
Jill Fewster
Ist yeanBusiness
"I like 'Wilfs' best... it sounds kind
of fun! Why does it close early? I
think'it should stay open til 1 a.m."
Debbie Samide
2nd year Business
"I don't like it. Somepeople thought
of name such at "The Dungeon,"
and "The Moat." I don't know why
it can't keep the same hours as the
Turret."
Pat Dertlnger
4th year Business
"OC*he fivealternatives I liked "The
Understudy" the best. I was really
impressed by the number of names
submitted. I'd like to see it open all
afternopn—-it doesn't make sense to
have it opening and closing
sporatically."
Steve Cheesman
3rdyear Business
"I think it's original and I'm glad
they went to the students to find the
name. The name is not really
important because a year from now
no one will really care what it is
called as longas theyhave a place to
go and have a good/time."
and me ...
I am hardly in a position to criticize
;since I can't think of anothername!
I would like to see it open later at
inight because it could act as an
alternative to the Turret forall those
people who wait in long lines on
Friday and Saturday nights.
see Two Lessers p. 6.
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waifs, I must note that some down-
trodden students are much more
concerned with finding socks that
don't have holes in them than with
whether the velour or the polyester
leisure suit is appropos for Tuesday
(yes, leisure suits have bee
scientifically proven to possess
certain carcinogneic qualities).
Also, for those students whose
OSAP loans come as a means of
buying books rather than
compatible stereo systems, fashion
must take a back seat to frugality.
The simple, sparrow-like plainess
of a mundane WLU student will
never come even close to matching
the cocky class of the preened
peacocks whom Mr. Van Dycke
envisions.
It should be noted however, that
those who spend their days preening
and strutting have much less flying
time available.
Mike Strathdee
both management and unions. Jesse
McClure will be the energy
chairman and his views run to
massive expansion ofnuclear energy
and to abandonment of many
present pollution laws including the
auto-emission standards and other
such measures. Finally JohnTower
of Texas who will likely chair the
armed services committee is a loud
exponent of rapid aand massive
increases in military spending.
What this adds up to is a scary
scenario since these men seem to be
had-picked to screw up everything
and to undo all progressive
measures of the last 10 to 20 years.
Each of them hold strong and
radically right-wing views regarding
their own area of interet and they
will more than likely use all their
power to get their pet projects
through Congress.
The effects of the election on the
U.S., Canada, and the world cannot
be predicted but one thing shouldbe
noted. It seems to me that in these
days of media dominated society it
certainly does seem fitting that we
have an aged actor (and a poor one
at that) leading one of the world's
superpowers. It is even more
frightening when one considers
Reagan's personal knowledge (or
lack ■ thereof) of the world, his
advisors' views and the views of the
men who will control the Senate. I
only hope that we are all around in
ten years to look back at Reagan's
years in office and chuckle.
THE SUPERMARKET TOUR
by Carl Friesen
Students have to eat. For many, their going away to
university is the first itme living away from home andthe
first time iHey have had to buy groceries and do their own
cooking. Many join the ranks of the uneducated
shoppers, without much knowledge of how the food
industry operates or how to shop economically.
"The Supermarket tour", a project
by Waterloo Public Interest
Research Group, tries to educate
shoppers how to get the best deal for
themselves and avoid being
manipulated by the stores. The tour
guide, a 48-page booklet, finds a
good deal to question about the
motives and ethics of the big
supermarket food retailers. The
major point of the book is that
supermarkets are doing their best to
make as much money off the
consumer as possible, who is in turn
trying to save money.
Ron West, Vice-President
Marketing of Zehr's, disagrees. He
maintains that the devious schemes
attributed to supermarkets by the
Tour are fanciful at best. "The
people who criticize us give us credit
for a good deal more intelligence
than we've got. To be devious you
have to be intelligent."
One of the first accusations
levelled by the Tour regards the
store entrance. "We mightdo wellto
think of the supermarket as a hostile
environment. As soon as we enter
the store we are being manipulated.
Perhaps not overly or blatantly but
nonetheless successfully".
The plants and other high-profit
margin, impulse items are put there
on purpose to start the buying habit.
Ron West has an alternative
explanation for the plants being at
the start of the store. "Because it
looks nice".
According to the tour, produce is
placed in the first aisle because it is
also an impulse item, which is done
despite the fact that students show
that people prefer to buy the
produce ■■■ last. West' counters by'
saying that most people do not shop
with a list, but instead plan their
meals as they shop. As vegetables
and meat are the basis for most
meals, it makes sense form the
consumer's point of view to have
them first. He also disagreeswith the
concept of the "impulse item" as
presented in the Tour. "Preference"
is an impulse. What's art impulse
item for oneperson isnot necessarily
an impulse item for someone else".
The soup aisle is illustrative of the
virtual monopolies some big
agribusiness firms have on the food
industry: Lipton's controls 70% of
the dried soup market, and
Campbell has the same proportion
of the canned soup market, says the
Tour. "Inaddition to Lipton's soup,
Unilever produces products such as
Sunlight, Wisk, Breeze, Lux, Dove,
Lifebuoy, Pepsodent, Close-up,
Imperial and Monarch. It also owns
Shopsy's and A&W drive-ins in
Canada. Campbell's produces
Swanson, Bounty, France-
American, Pepperidge Farm and V-
-8 juice. You could do your entire
grocery shopping andend up buying
the products of only a few powerful
agribusiness companies".
The tour charges agribusiness
firms with giving the illusion of
competition to create monopolies.
An example it gives is in the canned
peach market, where generally three
brands are available: Del Monte,
Aylmer and Henley. All are in fact
owned by Del Monte, which bought
out the other two competitors, but
continued marketing peaches under
all three brand names. The tour says
that Del Monte is doing this to give
the consumer the illusion that there
is competition among agribusiness
companies, where in fact there is
none.
Bread is another example where
one or two companies produce
many different bradns, and the tour
says that here as well the store
(Zehr's in this case, which is owned
by Loblaw's, owned in turn by
George Weston, which is finally
owned by Argus Corporation) is
pres.entirig the illusion of
competition. "We find the following
brands of bread: Country Ovenj
Zehr's, Dietrich; Westonis*!
Wittich's, 1812, Stone Ground aiuM
Christie. That gives us eight possible
choices - obviously andndication'bf
competition* In reality all but
Christie are baked and owned by
Weston."
Ron Bowman, V-P Sales and
Marketing of Weston's Bakeries,
says different brand names are used
to indicate various types of bread.
Weston's is white bread and
Dietrich "ethnic". Willich's, he says
, was bought from Mr. Willich 10
years ago and he hadrequested that
Weston's continue marketing it. The
1882 (erroneously called 1812 in the
Tour) bread is named after the year
of Weston's anniversary. Bowman
says that a possibility is to introduce
another brand name under which to
market "natural" breads. "It's not
with any attempt to deceive the
public".
The tour criticises the store's
layout, especially the fact that staple
items suchas milk andeggs are at the
back of the store. "Milk, eggs and
butterare staples thatpeople usually
shop for between grocery trips. By
locating themat the rear of the store
the shopper will have to travel the
entire store, past all the displays,
specials and what have you and in
the process will usually pick upa few
unintended items."
Ron West agrees that thisis partly
true. "We are in business to make
money". He says that the primary
reason for the locationof these items
is the high volume in this area and
the need for constant restocking;
keeping these displays near the
storeroom at the back saves labour
and cuts down on prices.
The tour questions thereasons for
the Muzak. "As you might expect by
now, it's not played for our
enjoyment. In fact Muzak Sound-
scaping, as it is called, is computer
programmed according to the
"Stimulus Progression" charts.
During slow periods the Muzak is
usually peaceful; during busy times
its message is "move'em and
move'em out".
"That's totally erroneous"
responds West. "They're just tapes;
there's no timer on it." He says that
the logistical problems of trying to
programme the music to suit traffic
flows would be too great.
West emphasis there is a great
need to be competitive in the
supermarket business. He also
disagrees with the idea that stores
will raise prices to counterbalance
discounts. "That theory of raising
prices to offset specials has been
aroundfor a long timebut it can't be
done. I price by the competition.
Stores can't change prices
constantly; it would cost too much."
He explained the store's policy on
selling products by companies such
as Nestles whose marketing ethics
are questioned. "We've got no right
to dictate to the customer. I thinkwe
have a committment not to get
involved".
Are supermarkets big unscrup-
ulous multinationalswithout ethics
or are they good worldwide
corporate citizens doing theirbest to
feed the world?
Whatever the answer, both Ron
West and the Supermarket Tour
agree that a good way for the
individual consumer to shop is with
a list and to-stick with it.
MUSIC
SIZE
I wish to thank RogerTschanz for
taking, the . initiative toj gatherinformation an|T prepare tfe article*
on space problems in the Faculty of
Music (Cord October 30th). I
explained to him when he
interviewed me, that the University
was preparing a study of its future
needs. I stressed that press coverage
of our problems concerning space
must not appear as public lobbying
before that report was finished and
made public. Since your paper
requested information, to
answer questions. Mr. Tschanz's
account of the situation is quite
( accurate and fair. However, now
that the article has appeared, there
are a few points of clarification I
would like to make.
The Theatre Auditorium is not an
adequate Recital Hall, and cannot
be renovated to serve this function
with any adequacy.For one thingits
size mitigates against this. A proper
sound chamber for music recitals
should have no more than about
250-300 seats, a small stage without
wings, and tiered seats to provide
sight lines. TheTheatre Auditorium
is needed in its present state withflat
floor and large stage in order to
serve numerous finctions other than
music on the campus.
Your article indicated that we had
no wish to increase enrollments. At
the present time, we must control
enrollments butwe wouldbe willing,
even anxious, to increase student
numbers somewhat, to allow the
instrumental program to develop.
Thirteen of the fifteen
provincially supported Universities
have Music Departments. During
this decade when enrollments are
expected to: decline, it may hot seem
WvMvy& bSfiy
department to grow or to build new
space. However, a Music program
requires "critical mass" in
order to function properly.
Certainly, we need more
appropriate, more adequate space
f6r music study and performance on
the campus. I can assure you,
however, that the Faculty of Music
is intent on providing students with
as fine an education as we possibly
can, given whatever resources we are
assigned.
Sincerely,
Gordon K. Greene
Dean
Faculty ofMusic
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"Vm pregnant!
But I took
precautions.
What am I going
to do now?"
for help & info.
S call:Birthright579-3990
free pregnancy tests available
Will type
essays etc.
in my home
CALL
578-5106
I-
Southern Comfort. Enjoy it straight up, on the rocks,
' or blended with your favourite mixer.
I UK** Ft II '' The unique tasten ■«W of Southern Comfort
yii|n j.'ggyaiff* '" | enjoyed for over 125 years.
ENTERTAINMENT
Teenage Head: Pure Energy
by Gerald de Jonge
andRoger Polgar
Nice day for a party? Everday is,
and when Teenage Head supplies
the entertainment, its even better,
and last Thursday night at the
Turret was no exception. ,
Doing the opening was Stark
Naked and the Flesh Tones, and
they were quite impressive. The
band had a lot ofenergy andall their
songs were entertaining, though a
few did lack a little in the lyrics
department. They are similar to
Teenage Head, in that they are both
drum/guitar type bands. The bass
guitar sounded especially similar to
Head, and.music is dominated by
chords.
They played a set of twelve tunes,
most of which were original.
Renditions included Steppenwolfs
"Born to be Wild", and the new
version qf the Rolling Stones "Get
off my Cloud" was better than the
original. The probable favourite,
though, was an original, "Surfing
Simcoe Style". They finished off
with a song (which was not
applicable that night) called "Ugly
Girls".
Although there were a few
dancers for Stark Naked, the dance
floor suddenly filled up when the
Head strated their set with "Wild
One". It was followed with "Top
Down"and "Brand New Cadillac".
After crushing other people's toes,
and getting their own crushed in the
process, most people decided it was
time for a breather.
Everyone, that' is , except 4he
band. By using their ace, the hit
single "Let's Shake", theywere able
to coax thefolks back onto the floor.
With at least 100 people doing the
pogo, the floor began to shake too,
such that my editor, busy in the
Cord office directly below, was
worried that the floor might cave in.
After that, with the aid of
intoxicating substances of
individual preference (some of
which one would inhale instead of
drink), the sell-out crowd of450 was
able to completely enjoy the
remainder of the show.
The ensuing 'number included a
mix from their first album (a delete,
"Teenage Head"), their most recent
album (a gold LP, "Frantic City")
and their upcoming album which
may be done by February. The
encore included a rerun of "Let's
Shake", which was no less popular
the second time around than the
first.
The complete two-band
performance lasted from 9:20 to
mid-night, and it was definitely one
ofthe best shows to hit the Turret in
long time.
After the show, we hada talkwith
the lead singer for Head, Frankie
Venom. The obvious success of the
show had him in good spirits.
"When people are laughing,
dancing, drinking beerand having a
good time, it makes me feel good",
he explained. If that isn't a good
enough excuse for starting a good
rock 'n' roll band, he had an even
better reason: "it was Teenage Head
or Stelco".
With a lot of talent, a successful
record, and the massive truimph at
Heatwave (where lots' of record
company execs were present) behind
them, Teenage Head as on the move.
"Come on down to New York",
or "come on down to Hollywood",
they were saying. But then, "things
got ******": By »*****, he was
refering to guitarist GordieLewis's
car accident near Cambridge last
September, which has delayed by at
least several months the release of
the new album (which is, at present,
half done) and prevented them form
making the trips to NY and LA.
His replacement until January is
Dave Bendereth (the other band
members are bassist Steve Mahon
and drummer Nick Stipanitz) who
has his own jazz band. Although he
did a fine-job after only three weeks
with the band, they couldn't play
"TotalLove" (a supersong), Venom
explained, because of the difficult
guitar solos.
The future of the band clearly
rests with Lewis's recovery. Venom
was sure that when they dogoto NY
or LA, they would be remembered,'
and he also expected a complete
recovery by Lewis. But he seemed
neither as comfortable or as
confident when he said so.
Musical Talent WLU
by C. Schryer
Various ensembles from our
faculty ofmusic have been diligently
preparing some very interesting
programs in the last few months.
Here is a reminder ofourend ofterm
concert.
On the 20th of November, in the
Theatre Auditorium, the 50 piece
WLU Orchestra, underthe direction
of Prof. Michael Purves-Smith will
be performing Beethoven's Eroica
(3) Symphony. Also included on the
program is a work by Gabriel Faure
and Fichard Wagner's Die Meister
Singer Overture. The orchestra has
greatly improved in recent years and
deserves both student and
community support.
The WLU choir, under the
direction of Prof. Victor Martens
has had a very busy fall. In
September they sang with the
Kitchener-Waterloo Symphony in
Mahler's Second Symphony. Since
then they have prepared two more
programs.
The first program is once again in
collaboration with the, K-W
Symphony: this time the choir will
be performing in Beethoven's ninth
(choral) Symphony. This
performance will be conducted by
(Dr.) Raffi Armenian and is a very
challenging work for thechoir. Prof.
Martens has skillfully developed the
choir's range and endurancefor this
monumental work.
Tickets are available at theCentre
in the Square Box Office, there will
be twoperformanceson Nov. 12,and
Nov. 23.
The other program for the WLU
choir will be shared with theLaurier
Singers and the Wind ensemble.
Together they will present "Gloria
Tibi Domine" by Faculty Of Music
composer-Organist Barrie Cabena.
This concert will take place on
Dec. 6 in WLU's own version of a
concert hall the T.A. Another
concert will be presented by the
Faculty ofMusic opera classes in the
Form of Operatic excerpts. This
soiree will be held on Nov. 28 in the
T.A.
The Chapel choir, under the
direction of Barrie Cabena will be
performing their annual advent
Carol on Nov. 30 in the Seminary
Chapel.
These are the major evening
concerts for this fall. However one
must not forget the regular Tuesday
•student recital series and the
Thursday noon hour concerts. Both
are free ofcharge and are held in the
Theatre Auditorium.
Boar's Head Dinner
by Cynthia Liedtke
Once again an essential part of
Laurier's annual celebrations and
Christmas events will be held in the
Theatre Auditorium. It will be on
December Ist at 6:30 p.m. and is
hoped to be a memorable event as it
celebrates its 30th anniversary.
Tickets will go on sale on
Thursday November 20th in the
Concourse until November 26 and
in the WLUSU office from Nov. 20
until,they are sold out. The cost of
the tickets are $4.50 each or $1.00
with meal ticket and only 400 tickets
will be sold so don't hesitate or you
might be too late.
Entertainment for the evening is
provided by Canadian corhedian
DAVID BROADFOOT, a celebrity
in this country of whom too few
people have heard. His book: Sex
and Security, his recording: Wall to
Wall Broadfoot. Broadfoot is
originally from Vancouver and
started as a stand ujp comedian in the
early 19505. He Calls himself the
"Honorable Member of Kicking
Horse Pass."
The book Sex and Security is a
'comic look at politics. The
comedian looks at such things as a
new political party NAP (New
Apathetic Party). "The trouble with
political humor is that the field is so
crowded with amateurs—264 of
them in the Commons alone—that
the pros have trouble coming up
with new material" (the Windsor
Star).
Some ot Broadfoot's greatest
accomplishments have been visible
in "Take a Beaver to Lunch" and
"The Royal Canadian Air Farce."
This year the event has two added
features. On Nov. 20th or 21st, there
will be a simulated procession
through the Concourse with the
carrying of the Boar's Head and
murals on the wall. Also for the first
time, the event will be licenced ...
wine will be srved with the meal.
This should be a truly
commemorative event for students
and faculty who have been there in
previous years and a new and
exciting experience for those who
have never been to a BOAR'S
HEAD DINNER.
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\J 9 Every VVed. is Huggy's Variety Show
II And more contests v
KWS 6 Bridge St. W., KHchenf - 744-6368 jUH)
CLASSIFIED UNCLASSIFIED CLASSIFIEL
V) Question of the Week: Who's going to wear the top-hat and »_.v/) tails, Paul or Jim? Answer Next Week. 2
Two Grey Cup tickets for sale, Inquire 886-2561. tTJ
""*"» t"5{J Congratulations to Sa«a our star! w
No one know what goes on behind closed doors. Remember p»
that cX and C. But also remember the Shadow knows,
' Ann Marie, Mon Chere! *ZQ (Like my French, eh!) At last a response! I was worried O(horrors!!) that there was another man. But now I know. L**« Sam j*
M Dear Fellow Spies, - (/)[*) What is the possibility that Dr. Tudball's final exam will £2
~1 skew us all? . •_,„_< Geoff: Agents X.Y.Z gH ... and how is YOUR sex life??? D
Yours truly, The Avenger
QDear Fellow Slugs - OWe would like to acknowledge the fact that Mike has j"*'
■it earned the title of Rookie Slug of the Year and Steve has *&■
U, been voted Most Valuable Slug. Congratulations. (/)
5? - Dug Slug C£$ Dear M =
Sorry to keep you HANGING for so long. y*j
/j Things have been hectic lately. [n
£j Maybe things will PICK UP soon. W
ST Still love you,< SECRET ADMIRER £|
•J Animal Chucks:
Friends, fools and lovers don't mix. f*\
Q M.A.S. Inc. f-iUJ Dear Debbie Slppel,
[,1 We wanted to say it with flowers, but have you ever tried to (J)
fr* teach flowers to say "Happy Birthday!" (/)~5 Love L.CF. fcjl 2 Dear Mr. Flazon: 2
First you shave your beard ... thenyou shave your leg (?)... JJ?H what's next, and when do I get to help ....?? f
UNCLASSIFIED CLASSIFIED UNCLASS
// YOUR OWN WAREHOUSE
BOATS CARS FURNITURE
!nVENTQRyT
U-LOCK IT - - U KEEP THE KEY - - -
II _\ Sfan: 5x10,5x15,10x10,10x15,10x20.l\ Sl|| HTv%r Othersizes available upon request /i
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\ 886-7350 yy
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WATERLOO
Aaron Skitri
Born in 1943, Aaron Skitri began
to play guitar at the age of thirteen.
From 1958to 1967he studied under
the famed classical guitarists Ida
Presti and Alexandre Lagoya and
took instruction in the interpreta-
tion of early Music from Antoine
Geoffroy Dechaume, author of the
book "l'interpretation dc la
Musique dv XVI, XVII, XVIII erne
Siecle."
Aaron Skitri performed his first
lute recital in 1967 in Paris, and has
since given numerous recital
throughout Europe. Although
considerable lute music had been
written he had to comb all the
libraries of Europe in search for
much of his repertoire, after
establishing himself in france where
he gave numerous recitals,
participated in many festivals, and
played with various chamber music
groups such as Florilegium
Musicum of Paris, he set out to
introduce Baroque lute_and theorbo
music to the United States and
Canada.
In February of 1976 he gave a
recital in paris at Theatre d'Orsay.
In may he inaugurated the French
Institute of Early Music with a
recital at the Chateau dc Versailles,
the following year he presented to
Toronto its first baroque lute and
theorbo recital at the St. Lawrence
Centre.
Acclaimed as one of the world's
leading authorities in his field he has
appeared in many other cities and
has taught a large number of
Lutenist in Canada, some ofwhom
have become professionals.
Currently Aaron Skitri is teaching
lute and classical guitar at Queen's
University in Kingston, where he is
director of the University's
collegium Musicum, an ensemble of
Early Music.
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The Beatles are very much alive both for theperformersand the
audience.
BEATLEMANIA: ALMOST REAL
by Paul Williams
Close your eyes and thinkback to
the sixties, to the Vietnam war, JFK,
Martin Luther King, the first man in
space and Woodstock. Meanwhile
in a Merseyside pub in Liverpool,
England, a new religion was rising
which was soon to capture the
attention and hearts of the young
throughout the world, Beatlemania!
The music of the Beatles stands
alone, the model for all who have
followed and has achieved a certain
timeless quality with ignores the
generation gap and it seems, will
continue on forever.
On Friday night, theBeatles lived
again through the talentandskills of
a four man group, billed simply as
Beatlemania. To a packed house at
U of W. Physical Activities
Complex, Beatlemania came as
close as one could get to producing
the "real thing". As someonebehind
me said, "close your eyes and they
become the Beatles". The actions
which accompanied the songs were
pure Beatles and even the physical
ressemblance was reasonably good,
but it was in the music that they
excelled over all others who have
attempted to copy the originals.
In front of a magnificent slide
show, which featured everything
and everyone of importance in the
sixties, the band and a back-up
group of five musicians dug deep
into the roots of the Beatle
repertoire. The concert progressed
through various stages beginning
with the music of the early years, "I
Wanna Hold Your Hand", Please
Mr. Postman" etc. There was time
fora solo near the end ofthe first set
in which Paul McCartney's double
sat on the edge of the stage and sang
"Yesterday" performing this classic
admirably. After a costume change,
from suits and ties to flashy
"Sergeant Pepper" costumes, the
band came back with music from the
latter era as well as hits from
Magical Mystery Tour— "I am the
Walrus", "Penny Lane", "Fool on
the Hill" and "Lucy in the Sky with
Diamonds" from the Sergeant
zsssSf
Pepper Album. They played all the
hits from this period with a precision
and feeling ofwhich the original Fab
Four would have been proud.
After an intermission the group
came rearing back with "Revol-
ution" and continued with the hits
on the White Album, Abbey Road
and Let it Be. When they played the
incomparable "Hey Jude" all was
still, the concentration of the
audience was incredible. The
concert later ended ona perfect note
for these troubled days with "Let It
Be"! There were four encores but for
me the show was really over.
Many attempts have been made to
re-unite the Beatles to bring together
people of the world in the name of
peace. Last Friday the Beatles
returned, if only in spirit and people
of all ages and all races came
together and there was peace!
The Beatles can never really die,
especially with groups like
Beatlemania doing such a fine jobof
reproducing them.
I
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Check into the Waterloo Motor Inn!
Qn Sunday Brunch
j Wait till you see our Brunch
_—-__ $4.95 All you can eat
Soup and Sandwich Bar
(irmfr) Plus full Salad Bar
VvLCllrtr/ Monday-Friday
V / L.Hy 11:30 a.m.-2 p.m.
17L?c EntertainmentfO/W of all kinds!I x w Monday to Saturday till 1 a.m.
WATEI^WO^OTOR^^I^i
J ' tt W•" W5 King St. N, WaterlooijIUrjfe fnter K'nS or Weber St." Telephone: 884-0220
TUESDAY NIGHT AT THE
MOVIE
LIFE OF BRIAN
NOV. 18 Rm. IEI $2.00 7—9:45 P.M.
Coming Soon: MOONRAKER
FALL *
'NTC'fitiSSPTODAY,MEN'S HAWSTYUNC
glenr,^'pLaza CUT, WASH & STYLE
ONLY $7.00
"NINE TO FIVE"
by GregBrown
Jane Fonda, Lily Tomlin and
Dolly Parton star as three office
workers who dream about getting
even with their chauvinist boss in
20th Centruy-Fox's irreverent new
comedy "Nine to Five," coming for
Christmas. Drawn into friendship
through mutual dislike of their
smarmy boss, the mad cap triobegin
to entertain their wildest fantasies of
how to get revenge—and wind up
devising an outrageous scheme. •Jane Fonda plays newly divorced
Judy Bernly, who takes the first job
of her life at Consolidated
Companies, and it is through her
eyes that we see the daily routine of
the office clerical.
Lily Tomlin is Fonda's section
supervisor, Violet Newstead, a
widowwithfour children whoseems
to beforever training new employees
without ever getting any further
along in her own career at the
company. Her inept boss, whom she
trained, is stealing her ideas while
relegating her to fetching his coffee.
The executive secretaries of
America are represented by Dolly
Parton who makes her film debut as
Doralee Rhodes, the bosses
secretary. ~A very'attractive woman,
Doralee is dedicated to her job;
nevertheless, the good-hearted
Doralee is the subject of a lot of
malicious office gossip that she's
been sleeping with the boss.
Also starring in "Nine, to Five"
are Dabney Coleman as the com-
pany's slippery vice president,
Elizabeth Sterling Hayden in a rare
comedy appeareance as the
chairmand of the board.
"Nine to Five" was directed by
Colin Higging, who wrote and
directed "Foul Play" and was the
screenwriter of "Silver Streak" and
"Harold and Maude." An IPC
Films Production of Colin Higgins
Picture, "Nine to Five" was
produced by Bruce Gilbert and
written by Colin Higgins and
Patricia Reswick, based on
Reswick's story.
Particia Reswick, who had
previously examined the lives of
waitresses in her play, "Ladies in
Waiting," was enlisted by, Fonda
and Gilbertto draft thecomedy.The
writer first did some on-the-job
undercover research at a large
insurance broker's office, and then
turned to her typewriter. Reswick's
offheat screenplay was then
reworked by Colin Higgins when he
asked to direct the film. "When I
was asked to do'Nine to Five'," says
Higgins, "Jane, Lily and Dolly were
already set. Who wouldn't be
interested in working with those
three personalities in the film—as
they are indeed in real life."
Affectionately known as
America's musical sweetheart, Ms.
Parton is making hermotionpicture
debut in the role. The winger/song-
writer got her start in show business
when she was ten, becoming the
darling of country music over the
following years with performances
at the famed Grand Old Opry in
Nashville and a string of hits that
were her own compositions. "A lot
of people who don't follow country
music think I'm hew to show
business," says Dolly. "Why, I was
on television when I was ten years
old, and I made myfirst record when
I was eleven."
Production n "Nine to Five"
began on Stage 6 at Twentieth
Century-Fox Studios. The sound-
stage was transformed to recreate
two entire floors ofa modern office
complex at a cost of more than one
million dollars. In addition to the
filming on theFox lot, the company
worked on location in Bel Air,
Glendale, nearby Montrose and the
downtown Los Angeles business
district.
Gilbertand Higgins then went off
to the headquarters of the National
Association of Office Workers in
Cleveland, where they met with
groups of women who shared with
them their complaints about their
staus in the office. They found that
the women recognized the
importance of the legitimate
functions they served as secretaries
and office clericals, what they
resented was that they were being
mistreated as human beings.
When Colin Higgins and Bruce
Gilbert investigated the current
situation in office prior to
production, they discovered that of
43 million women working in
America today, 20 million work in
offices. Fifteen million of that
number hold clerical jobs, yet fewer
than 10% of them are organized, as
compared to a clear majority of all
blue collar workers.
Perhaps as a result of non-
organization (unionized office
workers), women's comparative
earnings have shown a gradual
backslide over the past years. In
1954, for example, women earned
64c to every dollar paid to men;
today, they get only 59c to a man's
dollar.
This film points out thisstatement
and many others concerned with
women's rights and the big
businesses of America. It points a
critical but comicalfinger at this and
it shouldbe a fineflick to seearound
Christmas.
POETICS
COMBAT
he sits in his pink velvet chair
surrounded by medallions of pink roses
watching a dying sun
paint snow filled clouds
with daring strokes of red
inside the courtyard of his walls
he hears an ancient tune
a gentle strum of mandolins
akin aged fingers knitting
telling of faces' smiles
transplants an orchid
leaves it dripping downstairs
almost forgets
returns for it at midnight
sees a shadow sweeping
across white-washed walls
stops to look
she flies at him
he runs upstairs
returns bundled ... clutching tennis racket
she comes from the belly of the back room
he freezes
she sings an ancient melody
rooted in suns of evolution
then turns her kite-like wings
searching for freedom
unable to think clearly ... knowing
when his kind sees her kind
his ... always turns rabid
chasing ... thrashing ... beating
she pants ... fat filled belly heaving
flies into the far corner
above an antique oil tank
her sail wings stretched with fear
feet clutching rough concrete
nose pressed flat against wall
expecting his thrusts with any object
she hears him pick a two by four
hold it spear like with parted legs
ready to thrust against he body ,
she can't see him but feels waves
from his body ... the two by four
she could turn ... fly against him
scaring ... attacking ... escaping
has forgotten how ... or never knew
during all her twenty summers
his eyes measure distance ... force
speed needed for success
and notice her rounded dusk ears
the way they twitch and tremble
forgets what he is about to do
sees ... long ... light ... slim bones
that hold the dusky membrane ofher wings
it is her trembling ... twitching ears that
make him turn"
by Use Loewy Blum
HAWKS FLY
The battle well fought,
we made it thus far.
So Hawks fly,
in pride of what you've done,
you're one of the best in Canada,
we stood ih the fact of challenge and with us you're numbr one.
in the brightness of a star. f Dan McGann
We are proud of ;you all,
in a battle almost won,
and you stand tall amongst us,
each and every one.
Our thanks go out to you,
the ones that fly so high,
crashing, pounding, striving,
to pass the enemy by.
You showed them,
the spirit ofLaurier,
the strength and the will,
the courage and love of the game
WIND WHISPERS
hiss and blow
irreverent breezes kissing treetops
wrapping hiar in circles, knots
the very
of the soul itself
murmuring life-messages
whispering death wishes
taunting "come closer"
in the ame breath shouting
"keep away"
Karen Wilkins
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WATERBEDS, WATERBEDS
All sizes complete from
$249.
with solid pine frame
468 PHILLIPST. <rt ALBERT
i 886-2870
1
Typing Service
Available
contact Robin Bolton
886-5539
(short distance from school).
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UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
Interested in pursuing an MBA
or PhD degree? We invite you to
an information meeting concerning
the MBA and PhD programs at the
Faculty of Management Studies.
Tuesday, November 18/80
10:00-12:00 noon
Room 2C6, Arts Building
Reggae Film
THE HARDER THEY COME'
with JIMMY CUFF
WED. NOV. 19th 8 & 10:00 P.M.
in IEI
sponsored by the Anthropology Club
THE RAZOR EDGE
WHERE SHARPNESS COUNTS!
J
WE OFFER COMPLETE
HAIRSTYLING FOR MEN
AND WOMEN.
(perms included)
CALL 886-2060
28 UNIVERSITY AYE. E.
1 block from the Athletic complex.
NEW REVOLUTIONS
DIRE STRAITS
by Greg Brown
To coincide with the release of the
long-awaited third album "Making
Movies", DIRE STRAITS will kick
off a massive world-wide tour
October 22nd at Vancouver's
Commodore. "Making Movies"
recorded in Nassau, represents a
strong progression for the band,
whose sound has already captivated
Canada in a major way.
Producer Jimmy lovine, whose
work with Bruce Springsteen, The
Motors, John Lennon, Tom Petty,
Patti Smith and others, has made
him a much sought after producer,
was called in to work with Mark
Knopfler on the production of this
thirdLP. The resultingcolaboration
has added more depth to the
distinctive Dire Straits sound.
The band's sound has been
further enhanced by the addition of
keyboards. Roy Bittan, of the Burce
Springsteen band, who recently
worked on David Bowie's "Scary
Monsters" LP contributed the
keyboard tracks. This addition of
keyboard will feature 28 year old
Newcastle native, Alan Clark (who
has been working heavily on
sessions in the U.K.) on the tour.
With two previous albums, Dire
Straits has establisheditselfas one of
the best selling bands in Canada
over the last few years. The debut
album "Dire Straits" is a triple
platinum seller, the single
"Communique" is double platinum.
This album should foloow in the
same mould as previous DireStraits
albums with the best tracks being;
"Skateway", "Hand in Hand", and
"Les Boys."
Rodney Dangerfield
No Respect
by lan Head
"No respect" is a long overdue
album to those who have had the
pleasure of witnessing the brilliance
of Rodney Dangerfield's comic
talent on such programs as the
Tonight Show and Saturday Night
Live.
Captured live at his own cluo,
"Dangerfield's" in New York City,
Dangerfield proves himself master
of the one liner; the laughs still
lingering from the last jokewhen he
hits with yet another.
His style is simple with
Dangerfield exhibiting a basic down
to earth charm and an almost
disarming honesty about his life and
its inadequacies. His targets are
close to home like his wife,"My wife
smashed up the car the other day.
But she told me it wasn't her fault,
she beeped the horn,'' his dates,
"She was so ugly that ifyou look up
the word ugly in the dictionary her
picture's there"; the Polish, "Did
you hear about the Polish guy who
locked his keys in the car the other
day? Yeah, he had to use a hanger to
get his family out", but most often
he talks about himself, "I was so
ugly as a child my father used to
carry around the picture that came
with the wallet."
The key though is in the timing
and the natural ability to read and
interact with an audience. Rodney
Dangerfield, like him, but don't
respect him.
SUZI QUARTRO
SUZI QUATRO is back with her
debut album for Dreamland
Records, "Rock Hard" in which she
returns to the hard rock roots from
which she sprangso many years ago.
Quatro began singing atan early age
and formed a group called "Cradle"
with hersisters in hometownDetroit
while still in her teens.
In 1973,Suzi moved toEngland—
a decision which launched heron the
path of fame. Shortly afterarriving
there she became acquainted with
Nicky Chirm and Mike Chapman
with whom she's worked ever since.
"Can The Can" a single produced
by Chirm and Chapman, was Suzi's
first hit. It topped the British charts
and achieved triple platinum status
in the U.K.
In 1979,Suzi signed up with RSO
records. Her first RSO album, "1J
you Knew Suzi"" (certified platinum
in Canada), produced the hit single
"Stumblin' In." Then followed
"Suzi ... and Other Four Letter
Words" (certified Gold in Canada)
which further developed the
growing popularity of Quatro in
North America. "Rock Hard" puts
Suzi back in the mainstream of
rock'n'roll. The title track (one of
two songs written by the team of
Chapmanand Chirm) is featured on
the soundtrack of the. film "Time
Square," and in fact, is the lead
single from that movie.
Suzi's home is still England,
although she does spend a
considerable amount of time in
North America. An incredibly
dynamic personality ... always in
transition, Suzi will hold our interest
and exercize our imaginations
WLU Drama: Surprise!
by CarlFriesen
What happens when an aging
actress from the City named Ella
opens an inn in Vermont?
Complications arise when she is
mistaken for a chiropractor's
mistress, and the man develops
amnesia just as his wife arrives,
when Ella's grand-daughterstops by
to spend a weekend with her hippie
boyfriend, and when a missing
patient gone AWOL from a rest
home tries to discover who he is.
It's a farce in two acts by Fred
Carmichael called and the
WLU drama club is workjng on it
for presentation of January 15, 16,
and 17.
It's a very very funny play" says
Director Rita'Sprague. "It has wide
appeal to a general audience."
She said it presents a view of
relations between old and young
people and how they deal with the
conflicts that arise, such as between
a very old and conservative woman
who appears to have seen very little
of life and is not interested in
broadening her horizons.
"We can always use help on stage
crew, props and make-up and that
sort of thing" said Sprague. She
addedthatall 12members ofthe cast
were picked a month ago.
Anyone wishing to help is invited
to come up to the English lounge on
the second floor of the Teaching
Building any Monday after 5:00.
to be...
CONCERTS
NOV. 13
MUSIC AT NOON wjll feature
Aaron- Skitri, guitar and flute:
program includes works by S.L.
Weiss, A. Lauro and E. Pujol.
Concert to be hofd in the Theatre
Auditorium, admission is free and
everyone is welcome.
•The superb English guitarist and
Lutenist JULIAN BREAM is in
concert at the Centre in the Square
at 8:00 pm. Tickets are $6.00, $7.50,
or $9.00. He is an internationally
renowned recording artiest, winner
of Granny and Edison awards.
•MAX WEBSTER will be at the
Waterloo Motor Inn. Doors open at
8:00 pm. Tickets are $6.00 for fee-
paying Feds, and $7.00 for others.
•SUMMIT JAZZBAND is giving a
free concert at 7:30 pm. at the
Kitchener Public Library.
Nov. 15,16
•THE MENNONITE MASS
CHOIR (350 voices) will hold
performances both eveings at 8:00
pm. in the Centre in .the Square
featuring St. PAUL by Felix
Mendelssohn, conducted by Jan
Overduin and assisted by KW
Symphony Orchestra. Tickets are
$4.50, $6.00 and $7.50.
Nov. 16
•With a repertoir that moves from
jazz, to pop from Paul Simon,
Joplin, Beatles to Bee Gees; the
SWINGLE SINGERS will perform
at the Humanities Theatre at 8:00
pm. Tickets are $7.00 and $4.00 for
students.
Nov. 19
•World renowned jazz clarinetist
ACKER BILK and the PARA-
MOUNT JAZZ BAND will be in
concert at the Centre in the Square
at 8:00 pm. Tickets are $8.00, $10.00
and $12.00.
•CANADIAN CHAMBER EN-
SEMBLE performs at 8:00 pm.
at the Centre in the Square. Tickets
are $5.00, $7.00 and $9.00.
Nov. 20
•Evening concert featuring WLU
orchestra, Michael-Purves Smith,
conductor, which will be held in the
Theatre Auditorium at 8:00 pm.
Admission is $4.00, $2.00 for
students.
￿JOHN HOLLICK will provide
entertainment in the Turret this
week.
•TOM WAITS will be at the
Humanities Theatre, UW at 8:00
pm. Tickets are $8.00 for fee-paying
Feds, and $9.50 for others.
Nov. 20-21
•BURTON CUMMINGS, winner
of ten Juno Awards, will perform at
the Center in the Square at 8:00 pm.
each evening. Tickets are $8.50,
$9.50 and $10.50.
Nov. 21
•TOM HOWARD is in concert at
the Humanities Theatre at 7:00 pm.
Tickets are $5.00 advance and $6.00
at the door. TOM HOWARD is and
American Christian Music star.
Nov. 22,23
•The Subscription Series of KW
Symphony Orchestra conducted by
Raffi Armenian, will feature
Beethoven's Symphony No. 9 at the
Centre in the Square. The concert is
at 8:00 pm. Tickets are $9.00, $12.00
and $15.00.
Nov 24
•University Concert Band in the
Humanities Theatre at 8:00 pm.
directed by George Holmes. The
program consists of Christmas and
other music, tickets are $3.00 and
$2.00 for students.
LECTURES
November 13
•A lecture"by Dr. Warren Roberts,
Dept. ofHistory, State Universityat
Albany entitled "Jane Austin and
the Jrench Revolution" will be
speaking on: One Approach to the
Study of Literature History.
Lecture will be in the Paul Martin
Centre at 8:00 p.m. Free.admission.
Nov. 13
•Professor Chester M. Lewis of
WLU Philosophy Dept. will discuss
"LYING: MORAL CHOICE IN
PUBLIC AND PRIVATE LIFE"
by Sissela Bok, at 12:15 noon at the
Kitchener Public Library. Lunch is
available by calling 743-0271 in
advance.
•Professor Royce MacGillivray will
discuss "THE UNITED
CANADAS" at 7:oopm. as part ofa
weekly lecture series entitled
Ontario History to Confederation.
Kitchener Public Library.
Nov. 18
•A public lecturefeaturing the noted
author Father Matthew Fox,
entitled "Toward a Spirituality of
Compassion and Celebration".This
will be at the Theatre Auditorium
at 7:3opm. Admission is $2.00.
•The Canadian Federation of
University Women hosts a public
lecture by Sylvia Fraser, author of
THE EMPEROR's VIRGIN. It is at
8:00pm. at Hilliard Hall, First
United Church; King and William
Streets Waterloo.
Nov. 19
•Dr. David Knight, Associate
professor and chairman of the
Geography Dept. at Carleton
University, Ottawa will speak on
"FUTURE MAPS OF CANADA".
It will be held in 2CB, admission is
free and everyone welcome.
CAMPUS MINISTRY WLU
Tuesday
•Course in Reformed Doctrine by
Chaplain Rem Kooistra D. Th.,
Conrad Grebe! College,Rm. 251,7-
-8 p.m.
weoneeoey
God, Man and World. Non-Credit
Interdisciplinary Courseby Graham
Morbey, M. Div., Drs., Rm. 334
H.H. 5-6 p.m.
•Discussion Fellowship with
Chaplain Rem Kooistra in Rm. 280
H.H. 6:00 p.m. supper. 7-8 p.m.
Discussion of Jesus' Parables
Sunday
•Ecumenical Reformed Worship for
Entire Universky Community. Rm.
280 H.H. it 10:30 a.m..
Refreshments afterwards
THE BLOOD COUNTESS
The "human" vampire, has been
well catalogued infiction, in flim, on
stage, and more recently, on TV.
The horrible fascination for Count
Dracula and his ilk continues
unabated, although the first
reference to Dracula is in a
manuscript written in 1462, and
Bram Stoker's famous novel was
written 83 years ago.
The inspiration for Stoker's
brillian novel ws the story of a real
15th century Prince of Wallachia,
Vlad the Impaler. But Stoker may
also have drawn upon the lurid tale
of Countess Elizabeth Bathory, a
17th century vampire who lived in
that part of Hungary edging the
Carpathian mountains.
If the female of the speices is
deadlier than the male, then The
Blood Countess is ample proof.
After she accidentally discovered
that some spilled blood made her
skin look fresher, she took to have
her maids (they had to be virgins)
drainedofblood, andbathing init in
a huge vat to preserve her beauty
and youth. Some of the bodies were
pierced with tiny holes ... teeth
marks.
Playwright Ray Canale was so
fascinated with this absolutely true
story that he has written a two-part
dramatization of her gruesome
history for CBC Radio's horror
series, Nightfall. The Blood
Countess, starring Kate Reid as the
blood-thirsty lady, will be aired
Fridays, Nov. 14and 21 at 7:30p.m.
in the last half hour of As It
Happens.
The Bathorys, who also had ties
with the Dracula(Vlad) family, were
an unpleasant lot, albeit they were
one of the oldest and wealthiest
families in Transylvania. Betrothed
as a teenager, Elizabeth's first
married years were normal enough,
until she started torturing some of
the servant girls. But once her
husband died, she immersed herself
in sadism—and bloodbaths.
The word began to get around
that strange things were going on at
the castle, and eventually Elizabeth
was placed under house arrest. A
trial was held, for which the
transcripts are extant. It appears
thatabout 40 girlshad beentortured
and killed to keep their mistress
eternally young. The Countess was
never formally convicted; she was
instead walled up in her
bedchamber, with only a small hole
left for passing food through. Four
years later she was dead.
The Blood Countess is directedby
Bill Howell.
Nightfall, on CBC Radio, Nov. 14
and 21. It will curdle your blood.
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CLASSIC BUSINESS CARDS
BUSINESS CARDS
STAG TICKETS
WEDDING, PARTY INVITATIONS
MJA MOIICT miUUMIBrI
FUN WOW! I
The Company
We deliver singing telegrams,
cookie-grams, flowers of your choice
order in the Concourse
Daily 12:30-1:30
or phone 888-6868
(for real good FUN)
NEED
CONFIDENTIAL
HELP?
LEGAL AID DEPT.
2nd floor S.U.B.
884-5330
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Anounce
of
prevention.
JL
Help prevent an unwanted pregnancy. Help prevent the
transmission ofvenereal disease.Help prevent side effects
with other forms ofbirth control:
Because prevention only takes a little precaution.
|§ Julius Schmid.
Products you can depend on, products for people whoreally care.
JULIUS SCHMID OF CANADA LTD., 34 METROPOLITAN ROAD, TORONTO. ONTARIO. MIR 2TB. MANUFACTURERS OF RAMSES, SHEIK, NuFORM, EXCITA, FETHERLITE, FIESTA ANDFOUREX BRAND CONBOMS.
SPORTS
Season's Over For Football
'STANGS STOMP HAWKS
by Mark Wigmore
The down then up again season of
the Laurier football Hawks is over.
The team.which lost the first three
games of the season only to come
back to win the next five including
last week's 30-0 romp over the U. of
T. Blues, lost 51-28 to the University
of Western Ontario Mustangs in the
annual match-up between the teams
in the Ontario West Championships
in London.
It was a game dominated,
controlled and won by one man:
Western All-Star Running Back No.
13 GregMarshall. The 6 foot 2 inch
220 lb. full-back ammassed statistics
impressive for an entire team of
players: 273 yards rushing. 4 touch-
downs. Compete control, it was
nothing less than impressive. And to
round out his performance,
Marshall threw a 82 yard
touchdown pass on a half-back
option, a play which wasperhaps the
most crucial of the game. In total,he
contributed to 5 Western
touchdowns.
The 273 yards rushing for
Marshall broke the OUAA rushing
record held by former Laurier star,
Jim Reid. Laurier Assistant Coach
Rich Newbrough said of the
Western star, "he hada fantastic day
... perhaps the best university
performance I've seen by a player ...
he did everything to us."
It was a' game in which Laurier
always played catch-up. Western's
offence got rolling early in the game
and Laurier's failed to ignite until it
was too late. Western started off the
scoring with a two yard run by their
other running back, Ryan Potter,
added a field goal and led 10-0at the
end of the first quarter.
Western ran the score to 17-0
when a Scott Leeming pass intended
for Wes Woof landed in Mustang
hands. Two plays later, Greg
Marshall rambled 35 yards to TD
land.
Laurier mounted a come-back
with about 7 minutes left to the half.
Laurier receiver Larry Tougas made
a brilliant catch just inboundsat the
Western 4 yard line, and Bill Burke
carried the ball the remaining
yardage for the 6 points. Itappeared
at this point as though Laurier
still in the game. The momentum
had shifted towards the Hawks and
the partisan Little Stadium crowd
was temporarily silent. But it
changed quickly. ~»...
The Western coaching staffon-the
next series called the play of the
game. With second and about eight,
the ball was pitched to Greg
Marshall on an apparent sweep
around the right end. The Laurier
defence necessarily keying on this
powerful runner moved up to guard
against the run. Marshall using his
talent from QB'ing in Guelph
summer league stopped in his tracks
and threw a perfect pass to Western
receiver Dave McCann who
rambled 82 yards for the
touchdown. It was all but over. The
momentum and the crowd was once
again with Western and there was
little Laurier could do to change it.
The two teams exchanged field
goals of 17and 20 yards to bring the
score to 27-10at the half. In the third
quarter the other key play in the
game occurred. On a 3rd down,
Laurier lined up in punt formation
at its own 42, the snap came back to
the punter, lan Dunbar, but it was
mishandled and in the ensuing
scramble Western wound up with
the ball on the Laurier 13 yard line.
Once again it was No. 13 Greg
Marshall whorambled thenecessary
yards for the six points.
Laurier mounted a small rally in
the third quarter as QB Scott
Leeming scampered 10yards for the
major.
Laurier also gained 3 points to
bring the score to 34-20 when a snap
sailed over the head of the Western
punter and Laurier recovered at the
Western 10 yard line. Unlike the
Mustangs, the Laurier offence was
not able to capitalize and Dunbar
had to come in to kick the ball thru
the up-rights.
Laurier and Western exchanged
touchdowns at that point, with
Marshall scoring on a 5 yard run and
Laurier back Dave Graffi rumbling
31 yards on a pass from Scott
Leeming for the points. Laurier
added a single point on a 64 yard
single before the unstoppable Greg
Marshall rambled 75 yards to break
Jim Reid's rushing mark and bring
the score to 48-28. Western put a
little salt in the Laurier wounds by
adding a 36 yard field goal to set-the
final tally at 51-28.
The statistics tell the story. It was
Marshall's game. He rushed for 273
yards out of Western's 339 while on
the other side of the ledger Laurier
managed to net only 20 yards on the
ground (slightly deceptive since
there were big losses on sacks and
the dropped punt).
Passing, Western completed only
two passes, one of which was
Marshall's, for a total of 124yards.
Leeming was good on 12of 24 passes
for 193 yards. He was however,
sacked 6 times during the game.
Assistant Coach Rich Nerbrough
said simply that Western was "too
potent that day (Saturday)... but (I)
don't think they're, in the long-run,
a superior team." Usually, he says
the games between Laurier and
Western are close, competitive
games and he promises some day in
the tradition of Laurier "the score
will be evened." but now ....
Western now goes on to play the
University of Alberta.Golden Bears
in College Bowl semi-final. The
winner of that series plays the
winner of the Ottawa-St. Mary's or
Acadia series for the National
Championship.
HAWK NOTES: Newbrough thinks
Western should win it.all; he says "I
can't imagine Western losing" ...
Scott Leeming's younger brother,
Dave, played his first game as a
Mustang Saturday. He sacrificed a
year ofeligibility but intercepted one
of his older brother's passes ...
Western won the gamebut lost their
All-Star. Centre Bill Howard with
lorn knee ligaments ... Ticket prices
at Little Stadium Saturday were
54.50 and $5.00. Expensive you bet.
Regular Season Ticket Prices at
Seagram's Stadium are $2.00 ...
Little Stadium has major
rennovations if not reconstruction
planned ... 9 offensive and 10
defensive starters from this year's
Hawk team should be back next
year. It looks promising.
PIC
BY
MIKE
STRATHDEE
The Player of the Game Greg Marshall (13) holds ball high as he adds 6 points to the Western score. Marshall's 4 touchdown
performance meant the end of the season for Laurier.
Laurier QB Scott Leeming looks down field for open receiver.
He found one twelve times but was also sacked six.
PIC
BY
MIKE
STRATHDEE
PIC
BY
DAVE
MENARY
Bill Harshaw of Western hauls down Laurier ball carrier Dave
Rose (26) during action Saturday.
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Intramural Hockey
by Joe Malec
Fubar Biology made its first
appearance in this 1980-81
campaign on Monday November 3
in a loosing effort at the hands of
AIW andßl Buckeyes. Higgins lead
the attack for the winners with a 3
goal performance with back up
support from Codringtoo and
Brickman with one each. Htckson
replied for the loosers. Mr. Falk has.
assured this writer thatthe next team
Fubar fields will be a vastly
improved one.
The second game of Monday
nights double header had lots of
action, lots of goals and lots of
penalties as the extremely improved
A 1 Steaksauce tearh downed The
BeaveTS by a score of 10-3. The x
victors were backed by the solid,
experienced leadership ofKarr who
was recently acquired in a free trade
deal with another Intramural
Bqckey club. It has been rurrtoured
that Al Steaksauce had to give up
the rights of their first born male
child.
The Beaver goal scorers were Bell
with 2, and Stoddart with 1. Al
Steaksauce scorers were Burgayne,
McKeowan, Mdulton and Myers
with 2 each, withsingles by Cicerelli
and Consagette.
The first game on Tuesday night
had the Ice Havyks drop a 6-0
decision to indecent Assault. Pat
Hurley recorded the shut-out for the
winners. Strickland struck very
early in the first for .his only goal,
while Mckenzie with 3 and Donelie
with 2 scored the others. The Ice
Hawks had a problem breaking out
oftheir own end and completing the
check, and finding the net behind
Hurley on what appeared to be a
sure goal by Wolstein, Hurley in'a
desperation attempt, threw his face
in front of the shot to keep his shut-
out.
The second'gahie of the evening
proved to be the best display of
hockey yet this season at the WLU
No-Stars and$9 MillionUnitskated
to a 1-1 tie. '
It was a fast paced game in which
end" to end action resulted in both
goalies needing to be sharp.
McMane. in the nets for the-. $9
Million Unit was tested quite often,
and came up big when necessary.
ThefineWork ofDoherty on defence
clearing the front of the net allowed
McMane to get clear view's ofshots
from the point.
Hammond scored with 6 seconds
reft in the first period For the No-
Stars while Monahan responded for
the $9 Million Unit in the third while
Fowler and Howey were sitting off
on off-settingpenalties.
Both teams repeatedly hit thegoal
posts with, the most dramatic
coming with 2 seconds left in the
game hi which the $9 Million Unit
hit the post behind Gent.
See the A.C. for future games.
PIC
BY
MARTHA
FULTON
(OSU)
Brian Crombeen, and goalie Terry Thompson ofLaurier wait for shot from pointagainst Ohio
States. Hawks won the Game.
SOCCER TODAY
,: Did you know that the WLU
soccer team is> two victories away
from a natinal championship? Well,
the good news is that it is, but the
bad news is thatno oneseems to give
a damn. Never in my university
years have I seen a Squad so
deserving of fan support receive so
little of it.'
However., for a limited time only,
you have a chance to redeem
yourself and see excellent
entertainment at the same time. The
next (and last) home game is this
afternoon at Bndd Park at /2pm.
Now, don't say that you can'tmake
it, because last week I told younot to
make anyplans for today. And don't'
say that you don't know- whereit is,;
because we ran a map a few week
ago. Anyhow, I'll tell youagain how
to get there: take Conestoga Pkwy.
south, and keep on it for ahont five
miles, until you get to Homer
Watson Blvd., whichyou follow in a
southerly direction for two miles,
and it is on your left just past the
Budd plant.
The opposition will be provided ,
by a squad from Lakehead U., who■
won theright th play the Hawks via•a 2-0 victory over Calgary last 'Saturday. There was a blizzardduring the game, and it seems,(hat
you couldn't see either goal post
from mid-field. The lakehead player
to watch is AllrCariadian midfielder
Peter Baric-
On our side of the ledger, all
players are healthy and ready to
play. And the winner of this game
will play the winner of: a game
between "McGill and L*v.cOMJSew
?In ;thatOga«iisjuDoach
Barry'oLyoTi»Js hopingnfor **N.B.
victory because a win by McGill
would mean a game on artificial
turf, which is something completely
unfamiliar to his team..
But the team will have to win this
afternoon first, and in order to do
so, they'll[need a lot Offan support..
Smashing Success
Dave Menary
The men's volleyball team won
their first match of the season at
home Friday night in the AC The
hard foughtvictory wasa comefrom
behind win over the Western
Mustangs with the final score in
games, 3-2 for the Hawks.
Western showed some of their
own come from behind ability by
winning the first two games after
trailing Laurjer ineach game. Theii
it was Laurier's turn to do likewise.
The next three games belonged to
the Hawks although they were"
closely contested in their entirety.
The scores were 15-9, 15-12,and 15-
-10.
A fitting tribute to the season
opener, it was perhaps one. of the
hardest fought" matches ever played
here. The Hawks could have been-
discouraged after losing by narrow
margins the first two games,
however such was not the case. The
Hawks never gave up and coupled
with good conditioning, played
better ball as the match proceeded.
Rookie pl&yers Tom' Laurence
arid ROfr Griffith and newcomer
Todd Hutchins played well-
veteransBill Praught, Eric Yap, Ken
Stevens, Tim Seegrrfillar and John
Jones were signifieafit contributors
to the final verdict.
The experience gained by such a
longanti close season opener should
prove invaluable as the schedule
proceeds.
Fan support was instrumental in
sustaining team spirit andon several
occasions the crowd had to be
quieted to a dull roar. Team
members were greatly appreciative
of this support as I'm sure the
spectators were of the inspiring play
of the Hawks.
On the weekend, the Hawks
played in the annual Waterloo
Invitational Tournament/This was
a/learning experience and after such
a draining 2 1/2 hours of play on
Friday, proved tiring. ,
Laurier plays Friday atBrock and
then it's back home the following
Friday to meet the McMaster
Marauders.
For some great volleyball action,
treat yourself to the action of this
year's edition of the GOldeh Hawks
PIC
BY
DAVE
MENARY
Varsity V-Ball players practise net-play.
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SPORTS FILM NITE
SUN. NOV. f6
8 P.M.
-'i7Stanley Cup
Maple Leafs vs. Canadiens
-'69 Superbowl
-Great Moments in Canadian Sports
-Ali vs. Frazier II & 111
ROOM IEI FREE
Factory Outlet
(Seconds only) fiS^
Savings up to 50% yPfiPk
Sweatsuits m£smm
Sweat shorts jBH|
Sweat pants HJHf
I ■ *Sweat shirts B *./
Track suits 4flEl /
GREY & ASSORTED
COLOURS #a!^i
Victory Sports ' f *142Waterloo Street /
Waterloo, Ont. X. _/
745 - 1137
Hours- Thursday-Friday 10a.rn.-4.3op.fii.
Saturday 10:00 a.m. — 2:30 p.m.
A Little More Hockey
by MarkKuderian and
ChrisLomore
In Tamiae Hockey League action
this week, Bus. 8 spurred by thesolid
goaltending of Bob "watch my
head" Howald, beat Bus. 1 by the
score of 9-5. Zrown paced the
leaders with a hat trick, Bateman
and Allendorf each had a pair, and
singles went to Turchet and
Wilkinson. Thorne had two goals
for the losers, with singles going to
Davidson, Williamson and Hundt.
In another league game, Bus. 9
beat Bus. 7 by a score of 5-1.
Macdonald scored 2 for thewinners,
while Fairies, Healey and Pelter
each scored one. Elwood "Dirty
Dog" McKenna had the lone goal
for the losers. I think it'sabout time
someone knocked Bus. 9 off their
lofty perch!
The Bus. 10 vs. Bus. 6 game had
the largest crowd of the season.
There was only 452 seats left in the
building. If this trend continues, the
television blackout could be lifted
next week. When the smoke cleared
Bus. 10came up on theright sideofa
2 to 1 decision. Muirhead scored
both goals for the winners on four
breakaway attempts. Keilhauer
scored the lone goal for the losers.
The star of the game wasKevin Hay
for Bus. 6 who was just superb in
goal.
Bus. 5 thrashed Bus. 2 6-0. Hats
off to the Bus. 5 goalie who
registered the first shutout of the
season. Land and Higgins pocketed
two goals for the winner while
Foster and Jessup each had one.
Thursday night action saw Bus 3
strangle Bus 4 by the score of 13-5.
Sabourin planted four goals, while
Moore, Steinberg and La Maintie
each potted two-Bonnet, Gibson
and Damirato reaped one apiece.
McCorquendale was the big shooter
for Bus. 4, with two goals.
The Kuderian-Lomore "player of
the week" award goes to Bob
Howald who was stupid enough to
play goal with no equipment for
Bus. 8. Bob, when told about his
award, demanded a certain female
as his prize. Unfortunately, no
female would stoop that low. Sorry
Bob.
HAWK HOOPSTERS
by Tony Goerzen
Basketball season is upon us once
again and there are many questions
about this year's team. Many of
these questions will be answered
after this weekendas the team heads
west to take on the universities of
Brandon, Winnipeg and Manitoba
on three consecutive days. On
Friday, November 14, the Hawks
will take on the University of
Brandon. U. of B. is an outstanding
team who finished second in the
country last year. On the following
day, the team will meet the
University of Winnipeg of which
two All-Canadians forwards are a
part. Sunday's game against the
University of Manitoba will be
equally tough. The Hawks will face
some severe tests this weekend but
Coach Don Smith feels that if they
go into the contests with a game
plan, they could do yery well. Their
game plan will be one of control,
patience and good shot selection.
Coach Smith feels that these three
games will be a good education for
all, especially the freshmen, and
from then'on they will be in awe of
no one snce they have played three
of the fop tedrhsin>the country:
After they come home, they will
begin to prepare for three
tournaments which fall on the next
three consecutive weekends. That is
the Naismith Classic in Waterloo on
November 21 and 22; the W.L.U.
Invitational on the weekend of the
2 Bth; and the Concordia
Invitational on the following
weekend.
The backbone of the team this
year consists primarily of Paul
Flack, Bob Fitzgerald, and Leon
Arendse. The team will lookto these
players for stability and good
leadership. Second year players like
Tim Brennon and John Sneed will
play an important role but Coach
Smith feels that the Hawks success
in the tournaments and indeed the
enitreregular season, will depend on
freshmen like Dave Byck, Steve
Dent, and Bill Haynes.
The inexperience of the freshmdn
will be the toughest hurdle to
overcome for the Hawks this year.
Just out of high school ball, it is
impossible to say how the new
players will react in the highly
competitive university basketball
situation. It is very difficult for first
year players to maintain the level of
intensity and concentration needed
in some of the close games that the
Hawks will undoubtedly face.
In addition, practices have not
been going as well as was hoped.
Attendance at practices has been
inconsistent to date as many of the
players have had class trips,' mid-
terms and major essays to handin. It
is indeed difficult to run an effective
training session when some of your
key players are absent. It seems,
however, that things are beginning
to take shape and are on the right
track once more.
In The Wet
by Tim Doherty
The WLU Golden Hawk
Swimmers opened up their season
this past weekend. The girl's
competed in Guelph on Saturday
and the men's team was in Western.
Although theresults of the women's
meet were not available it is
understood they put in a
commendable performance.
The men's team travelled to the
Western InvitationalRelays meet on
ISunday. Other than Laurier, the
meet featured. Western, Guelph,
jQueens, Waterloo and Ryerson.
Even though powerful U of T and
McMaster teams decided to stay
I home the meet featured some good; performances for early in theseason.
Many of the larger schools were
entering more than one team per
| event and this put smaller clubs like,Laurier at a disadvantage. Laurier
was also hurt by the fact that their
top swimmer missed the meet.
In the 200 metre freestyle relay the
team of John Falk, Adrianne
Demmers, Tim Doherty and Tim
Dawkins placed fifth in a time of
1:44.6. In the 3 x 100 Individual
Medlay, the team ofFalk, Demmers
and Dawkins finished fourth'in the
time of 3:26.6! This race was very
close and the Golden Hawk
swimmers, missed third place by
four-tenths of a second. In the 3 x
100 back stroke relay the Laurier
swimmers, Falk, Demmers and
Dawkins placed first in a strong
effort with a time of 3:30. In the 4 x
100 freestyly relay the team ofFalk,
Demmers, Dawkins and Doherty
finished seventh in a time of 4:03.2.
The next meet for the Golden
Hawk swimmers is next Saturday,
with both the men's and women's
teams travelling to Ryerson for a
dual meet.
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Applications
are now being accepted for
the positions of:
ADVERTISING MANAGER
and
PRODUCTION MANAGER
for
STUDENT PUBLICATIONS
Apply in writing to:
Joe Veit, President
Student Publications
2nd Floor SUB
APPLICATIONS CLOSE:
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 1980
MERLIN NEW &
USED FURNITURE
King St. N.Waterloo
(1 mile-north of
Conestoga Mall),
885-2931
TYPING
essays, reports
. 75$ per page
578-7743
Mrs. Filsinger
STUDENTS
WANTED
To Do Snow-shovelling
For WLU
Apply in person to the:
Personnel Office, Rm 2CII
Arts Building
RATE: $4:00 per hour
Wj Advance Tickets vj
r f 1 J' available in thenWLUSU olfict.
Thurs, Fri, & Sat
Nov. 13, 14, & 15
S.A.M. BOARD
DJ
■
Free Admission
HOLLICK
ZON
HAWKEY EVEN SEASON
by Fred McCauley
The Wilfrid Laurier Hockey
Hawks opened up their regular
season off a winning note as they
shaded Waterloo 3-2 last Thursday.
Coach Wayne Gowing was pleased
with the victory but felt that the
Hawks should have won by a more
decisive margin. Waterloo"" is not
considered a very strong team this
year so Laurier's victory might not
appear too impressive, especially if
they hope to end up among the
upper echelon of the league this
year. Leading Laurier's offensive
attack against Waterloo was Bill
Cameron with two goals while
Darryl Benjamin added a single.
The Golden Hawks ran into some
trouble over the weekendagainst the
Windsor Lancers. The game turned
out to a shootout and after the
smoke had cleared, the Hawks
ended up on the wrong end of a 5-4
score.
Although theLancers came out of
their first two periods with leads fo
1-0 and 2-1, the Hawks outplayed
Windsor territorily. Unfortunately,
the Hawks couldn't take advantage
of their scoring chances while
Windsor cashed in on the few
chances they had. On the brighter
side of things, Bill Cameron of
Laurier scored his third goal of the
game with a brilliant individual
effort. This gave the Hawks a 4-2
lead midway throug the final period
and just wheneveryonethought that
the game was in the bag for Laurier,
the Lancers scored three
unanswered goals, it seems that the
Hawks are suffering a problem that
plagued them all of last season.
When they play a tight defensive
game, as they did in the first two
periods, they can't seem to score the
goals. On the other hand, when the
Hawks start to score thegoals, their
defensive system begins to flounder
and theroofbegins tocrash downon
them. If this team could find some
kind of happy medium, some
positive things will surely happen.
There does not seem to be much
relieffor the Golden Hawks over the
next few days as they go on a six
game road trip.Laurier will meet the
tough Toronto Blues on Nov. 12and
then the Western Mustangs on Nov.
14. PIC
BY
JOHN
PEASE
Pub Rally
by Wendy Boyd
It wasn't quite the Indianapolis 500,
but nevertheless the competitive
drive was there on'Friday for the
annual Car PubRally. There were 37'teams entered although thereseemed tohe a few missing at the end
due to unavoidable detours. Rules
for the event were relatively simple:
drivers could not drink and
navigators were responsible for
downing thebeerat the various pubs
and then deciphering the coded
route as best they could.
Winners of this year's Car Rally
are Wally Tirker and Jim Peesker.
Second place Neil Bawen and Jeff
Osborne and *third position was
captured by Elwwood McKenna
and JimO'Neil. Ed Nieuwesteeg had
the honour ofbest drinker. The best
female representation came from
Mary Flanagan and Carol Van
Maris with a sixth place finish.
Badminton
by Cathy Drummond
This past weekend the team
competed with seven" other
universities in a combined
tournament held at Ryerson.
Competition was keen, but a very
strong Queen's team, again high-
lighted the tournament. No small
wonder—at least two of the
members are ranked 'in Ontario.
Although Laurier's team standing
did not improve over last year, in
this tournament, there lies ahead a
gleaming opportunity: Laurier
finished only one point behind
Ryerson. All three singles and two
doubles matches won were against
Ryerson and the Hawkette's are
determined that they will not finish
last this year!
The next divisional tournament
will be held at Western on
November 22. Keep workin'!
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Bottle Opener
& Pen fREE With
Every Purchase
9»3Lancaster St. W.
[Rear]
Bridgeport
743-4282 87»«W
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students
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FINE' ST QUALITY TOBACCO
PLEASE
YOURSELF
fl
Individual tastes demand indivi- fIT~ fiy
dual satisfaction. For some m
people the appreciation of fine M f§
imported cigarette tobacco is afl WsgM, m
' ' personal pleasure. A subtle M| tt| lgl||WMm MMcombination of 17 prime m Pftobaccos makes Drum a B m I I I m mconnoisseur's tobacco. Its Iff i j Mispecially created for people ■PSS f
who roll their own—people W .ff
who take their pleasure fi S ff
seriously. Of course it's not fl W Ito everyone's taste. But fl 1 I
then maybe you're not fl m ff
everyone. fl I ff
fl HP 11 &tf
BflHlifcjiri::^^-"H Vfl ?*»gL JmSSBb
jj. a- l " jflT EJr ■
nest Quality toba jcp .^
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Snowhawks'Reading Week Bash W V C\ bL Ji^Hi
SUGAR BUSH, VERMONTI^(SA^^^ v _ , 1Motor Hotel II
■pB—*• 871 Victoria St H. - 7444511 I
Five Day Ski-Lift fl H
Six Days-Five Nights fl Now Appearing; H
at Unihab Condominiums at I
the base of the mountain SA
_
$218(US) fl '*NTh"OMAS fl
fl Major Hooples Boarding House H
$14(service charge) H in The Pit H
For more information contact fl ISZW»2*£2Z!t ff
USAWILKENS 885-3404 fl J Mor g rW S*rt. Aft.—Live Bands Matinee
LORIRHEAUME 885-3976 fB^^WWWWWgWWWWWWM^OseU
ANNUAL 20% PRE CHRISTMAS BOOK SALE
NOVEMBER 17-21 (Texts Excluded)
flflflHUHflflMß'f BliAjtM I ','*￿*- wflafl^3ll!pfl
/ We do have a good stock. \ r**S»*l / „,- ~-.,,,.«„., ul \/ However-if we run out \ <5& / DES MORTON w.th \and you pay in advance, you 1 I TERRY COPP \
still get your 20% off 3:00 p.m. - Nov. 19th\ —on titles listed in ; / *-rrzrrr \ th tiirrpt /\ "BOOKS FOR EVERYBODY" / mM fLm \ ' U /\ on our regular back list / MHfIH \ coffee, cookies & sherry /
\ stock! / llllllllj \ Sponsored by WLU /
x f Bl :>1«I- Z/ii \. /
See the Catalogue "BOOKS FOR EVERYBODY" available in the Bookstore for suggestions
WLU BOOKSTORE in the CONCOURSE
